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1 
Introduction 

1.1 Panel surveys and panel effects 

One way of collecting data is using a panel survey: at regular time intervals the same 

respondents are asked questions about the same subject. This results in a stream of data 

about the subject from the same group of respondents. In a sense, a panel survey is a 

combination of longitudinal research, in which one subject is studied at regular time-points, 

and cross-sectional research, in which a large group of respondents is questioned at one 

moment. 

Since in a panel survey the observations concern the same respondents, changes through 

time can be studied at an individual level. Since the same respondents are subject to the 

same questions for a longer period, this may have an effect on the answers given: 

respondents may learn by getting more experience in answering repeatedly, so that the 

responses will be of a higher quality. On the other hand respondents may get bored by 

doing the same thing a number of times, resulting in responses of a lower quality. The 

former effect will be present if questions are difficult to answer; the latter effect takes place 

if questions are monotonous. Especially when the panel is frequently observed, the effects 

can be very noticeable. The burden of repeatedly answering results in specific kinds of non-

sampling errors: underreporting, wave non-response, and attrition. These so-called panel 

effects can be characterised as follows. 

Underreporting is the phenomenon by which the reported level is structurally lower 

than the actual level. It can occur if respondents answer in a socially desirable way, or may 

be due to reduced interest or fatigue (Nederhof, 1981; Silberstein and Scott, 1991). 

Especially the latter two causes for underreporting will be considered in this study, since 
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these are specific to panel surveys. Although some authors consider these effects to be 

minor (e.g. Olivier, 1987), it will be shown in this study that they can be considerable. 

Wave non-response occurs if a respondent does not report in one period, but does 

report again in a subsequent period. This happens in case a respondent is not able to 

respond, but also if a respondent refuses to respond. These two causes need to be 

considered separately, since the former occurs more or less randomly, while the latter has a 

structural character, and therefore has a larger effect on the reporting level. 

Finally, respondents can cease to co-operate with the panel survey. Again, attention has 

to be given to such so-called attrition, to see if it is random. 

Standard statistical models depend on the assumption that all non-sampling errors occur 

randomly across the sample. It can be expected, though, that the panel effects described 

above are selective, i.e. are related to the variable of interest. In Olivier (1987) it is shown 

that the trend predicted by a consumer panel can even go in a direction opposite to the one 

of the real development. 

In consumer research, a panel survey involves either a consumer panel or a retailer 

panel, i.e. the respondents are either consumers or retailers. Typical subjects in consumer 

research are expenditure on particular goods by consumers, or sales of particular goods by 

retailers. The current study concentrates on consumer panels. More specifically, the panel 

measures expenditure on some commodity per week 

When a panel survey is used to collect expenditure data, several approaches are 

available. One can work with diaries, which are filled in by the respondents each day, or a 

scanner can be used to read the bar-codes of the items bought. A scanner has the advantage 

that the entering of the items takes relatively little effort, without the possibility of typing-

errors, but bar-codes and prices change with a high frequency, requiring many updates of 

the code lists (e.g. see Luijten, 1990). Such a scanner can be installed at the respondents' 

homes, or the products can be scanned in the shop. Scanning in the shop at the cash 

registers would be the best, but in the Netherlands the co-operation of retailers is 

prohibitively expensive. 

Diaries can be kept with pen and pencil, or they can be installed on a computer. The 

latter has the advantage that no coder is needed to enter the answers in the computer, 

which reduces the possibility of errors. For entering items into a computer several 

strategies can be used to select the corresponding item in the computer. One strategy is 

tree-structured coding, in which each choice refines the description of the product. This 

may require quite a large number of actions by the respondent. The other possibility is to 

have an alphabetical list, where the respondent types the first letters of the item until a 
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match is found. This method seems the most 'natural'.1 Selection of products in such a 

manner always provides a code for the product. Further advantages of using a computer for 

answering is the possibility of performing consistency checks: if the computer recognises an 

answer which is unlikely or not feasible, the respondent is directly given the opportunity 

to change the answer if needed. 

1.2 Formulation of the problem and outline of the thesis 

Most procedures for measuring behaviour require much effort of the respondents. 

Therefore underreporting and other panel effects are expected. The purpose of this thesis is 

to find procedures to detect panel effects in consumer panel data, and to correct for them. 

The structure of the thesis is as follows. The impact of response burden on reporting level, 

zero reportings, and wave non-response will be studied in Chapter 2. This will be done by 

a regression model, which is adapted for genuine panel data and contains a random 

intercept to take into account individual differences. In Chapter 3 a second indicator for 

expenditure is used to estimate the amount of (selective) underreporting. In Chapter 4 an 

explanatory Structural Equations Model is set up to describe the process of reporting and 

underreporting. Due to wave non-response and attrition, the panel at one moment consists 

of different groups of respondents. The differences in response behaviour between these 

groups are studied in Chapter 5 using simple statistical tests. Finally, in Chapter 6 a 

summary and discussion are provided. 

1.3 The telepanel 

The data used in all chapters in this thesis come from a panel that was organised by the 

TelePanel Foundation (STP) of the University of Amsterdam. The panel, which uses a 

computer-assisted self-administered questionnaire, is called a telepanel (Saris and De Pijper, 

1986). STP provided the households with a computer and a modem, by means of which 

each weekend several questionnaires on various subjects are transmitted automatically. The 

respondents, one or more per household, may choose their own time to answer the 

questions on the computer, and at the end of the weekend the answers are transmitted back 

using the modem. For more on the telepanel see Saris (1998). 

1 By personal communication it has been learned that GfK-Germany has decided to switch to the alphabetical 
list. 
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The sample frame was the telephone book, from which it was intended to draw 3 500 

households. Because of the expectation that only 60% of the telephone numbers refer to 

households, 5 833 [= (100/60) x 3 500] numbers were needed to obtain these 3 500 

households. These households were drawn by a systematic procedure in which a minimal 

cluster size of five per town was required. These original households were substituted by 

households with the same telephone numbers except for the last two digits (a so-called 100-

bank). These last two digits were randomly chosen in order to include households with 

secret telephone numbers (12%) in the sample. The sample was increased by drawing more 

than one person randomly from the 100-banks because a 60% co-operation rate was 

expected in the telephone interview and an 80% co-operation rate with the panel. Therefore 

3 500 x (100/60) x (100/60) x (100/80) = 12 153 households were drawn. 

In the first round, 7 971 numbers were called, and the respondents were asked to co

operate in a short telephone interview for screening purposes. Of all numbers, 902 (11.3%) 

were not reached after more than 15 calls at different times and 1 630 (20.4%) were not 

households, which means that 5 439 (68.3%) of the numbers led to a contact with a 

household. After removal of unusable numbers (e.g. double or incomplete records) 4 596 

numbers were reached. Of these contacts, 2 813 (61.2%) were willing to co-operate in the 

telephone interview. At the end of this telephone interview, the respondents were asked to 

co-operate in the panel. Of these persons, 1 281 (45.5%) directly agreed to participate in the 

panel, while 1 032 (36.7%) immediately refused, and 500 (17.8%) were not sure yet. In the 

end 1 419 households were found willing to participate. At this stage a process was started 

to form a pool of households that are prepared to co-operate. Of these households several 

characteristics were known. From this pool households were drawn with a probability that 

was adjusted due to the size of the gap between the population characteristics and the 

sample characteristics untill 2 000 households participated. This process was also used to 

replace households which dropped out: each year approximately 18% of the sample. Using 

this approach meant that the sample was self-weighing. For more details of the sample we 

refer to Geldrop (1993). 

One of the questionnaires sent to the households during 1994 was a questionnaire on 

meat, poultry, and eggs. The questions concerned the shop where the products were 

purchased, the volume in kilograms (or in units, in the case of eggs), and the price in Dutch 

guilders. During the week, the households kept a diary of their daily expenditure on these 

products: for each item bought they noted the volume, the price, the kind of package, etc. 

and at the end of the week they used this diary to answer the questionnaire. The products 

were selected using tree-structured coding (see Saris and De Pijper, 1986): by selecting 

branches in this tree the product becomes more specific, up to the level of single products 
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(e.g. sausages). Finally, for each product the respondents had to indicate how it was 

prepared and packed. As already mentioned, of all households several characteristics are 

known, such as family size, family income, and age and education level of the head of the 

household. 





2 
Effects of response burden in a continuous survey 

2.1 Introduction 

Several fields of research require a continuous stream of data, for instance if one is 

interested in behaviour that changes through time, or in events that occur with a certain 

time-pattern. One can think of consumer research, research on media, family expenditure 

surveys, transportation research, and time-budget research. One way of collecting such data 

is using a panel survey: at regular time intervals the same respondents are asked particular 

questions. For example, every week households are asked how much they spent on a 

particular commodity. They can answer these questions in several ways: by telephone, by 

sending in an interview form, by transmitting their questionnaire by computer, or by using 

a scanner to register items. The advantages of a panel survey are that behaviour which 

changes over time can be analysed on an individual level and that respondents learn by 

repeatedly answering. Another advantage is the possibility to perform checks on the 

consistency of responses on the basis of previous responses during the interview (Saris, 

1991). One of the most important disadvantages is the high burden that the continuous 

questioning places on respondents. Especially in behavioural research, where questions are 

asked about how much money or time is spent on some commodity or activity over each 

period, the motivation of respondents tends to decrease, leading to underreporting, to wave 

non-response, and finally to attrition (drop-out). When using a panel survey, one has to 

consider these so-called panel effects. These effects can be so strong that one cannot use such 

data without correction, as will be shown in this chapter. 

Reports on these problems are scarce. Most panels are commercial and do not provide 

such information. Among the few exceptions are the following. 
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Van de Pol (1989) reports that the degree of panel effects depends on the kind of 

questions: if the questions are complex, respondents become experienced over time, with 

the result that panel effects are positive. When the questions are monotonous (as in 

behavioural research), respondents become demotivated and the panel effects will be 

negative. 

Olivier (1987) analysed coverage-factors. A coverage-factor of a panel describes how 

well a panel is able to present estimates for certain statistics in the population. When 

expenditure is analysed, the coverage-factor can be found by comparing the reported 

expenditure of the panel with ex-factory reportings. A coverage-factor of one means that 

the panel describes the population perfectly. In practice, a coverage-factor of one is an 

exception. Olivier finds coverage-factor estimates that are lower for expensive products 

(0.68), and higher for cheaper products (1.34) when a consumer panel is used. In this way, 

the market-shares for these products will be biased. It is often said that the levels of the 

variable of interest might be wrong, but that at least the trend is correct. However, Olivier 

shows for one product that the market-share of the product on some market, according to 

the consumer panel, decreases over 12 years, while the true market-share increases over that 

same period. 

Kemsley (1961) of the Government Social Survey, London, studied the 1953-54 

Expenditure Enquiry of the Ministry of Labour in England. The records kept by the 

households in a three-week period show a significant decrease from the first week to the 

following two weeks. This decrease is independent of family background characteristics. 

The differences between the final two weeks are not significant. Kemsley states that an 

internal examination of the data cannot provide an explanation for the differences found, 

nor can the data clarify whether the first week is too high, the final two weeks are too low, 

or both. 

Bailar (1975) found similar patterns in the Current Population Survey of 1968-72. Both 

unemployment and employment seem to decrease as households are longer in the sample. 

Some of this bias can be explained by the questioning procedure, which affects the 

unemployment figures in some of the months. However, Bailar does not explain the 

decrease in reportings in other variables, and concentrates on the effects of the rotation 

group bias on the quality of specific estimators used in the Current Population Survey. 

Silberstein and Scott (1991) studied underreporting using expenditure diary surveys. In 

two consecutive weeks, a diary had to be kept by the respondents. Silberstein and Scott 

found both intraweek and interweek variation: reporting levels decrease per week and per 

day. This effect, which Silberstein and Scott call the 'fatigue or reduced interest effect', is 
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different for different kinds of products. The per day decrease is highest in the first days of 

the first week. 

Meurs et al. (1989) /BGC (1988) analysed these effects in a mobility-panel. They also 

found a decrease in the number of trips made, or underreporting of trips, a decrease which 

is highest in the first days of the first wave. They split the underreporting into two effects: a 

'within-wave' and a 'between-wave' effect. Because the within-wave effects become smaller 

with subsequent waves, there is also an interaction between the within-wave and between-

wave effects. These were put in a regression with pooled data (i.e. all observations of all 

respondents were considered as separate observations). In this way, Meurs et al. were able 

to estimate the within-wave and between-wave effects on several mobility variables: 

ordinary trips are more underreported than rare trips, and longer trips are less 

underreported than shorter ones. Respondents who have participated longer tend to report 

higher mobility. All these effects together result in considerable underreporting on 

mobility. 

Ridder (1992) analysed the same data to describe the effect of attrition. He states that 

households that make more trips are more likely to drop out. When the total number of 

trips is regressed on several background characteristics of the households and dummy 

variables for the waves, the decrease in reporting level is not explained by observed 

differences between households that leave and households that stay. This leaves two 

possibilities: either there is a downward trend in mobility, or there are differences in 

unobserved characteristics of the respondents in the panel. With respect to the latter 

possibility some statistical models for attrition were studied. 

When one surveys these findings, the high burden of reporting on the respondents can 

lead to the following sequence of reactions: 

Firstly respondents start to report less than they should, e.g. because they become 

less precise in filling in their diaries. This is what we call underreporting; 

Secondly respondents start to respond zeroes while they did make some purchases, to 

save the time of giving all requested items. This is an extreme case of 

underreporting; 

Thirdly respondents start to respond less regularly, so that some weeks they do not 

respond at all, while other weeks they do co-operate. This is known as wave non-

response; 

Finally respondents drop out (attrition). 

Although the main problem under consideration in this chapter is a decrease in 

reporting level, it should be noted here that, besides underreporting, these reactions do not 
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automatically lead to a decrease in reporting level at the aggregate level: if they occur 

randomly in the sample, no problem arises. On the other hand, if the respondents who 

drop out are those that reported at a low level before leaving, and if they are replaced by 

enthusiastic new panel-members, this will actually lead to an increase in reporting level. 

Extra conditions are therefore needed for these reactions to lead to a decrease in reporting 

level. 

2.2 Research design 

In this chapter, the possibility of isolating the different individual reactions in a consumer 

panel that reports expenditure on a weekly basis will be considered. Firstly, an idea will be 

given of the seriousness of the problems described here for a specific case. Secondly, the 

effect of the burden on the possible reactions will be estimated. 

The data are from the survey and questionnaire as described in Chapter 1. The same 

model is used for the different reactions but with a different dependent variable. For 

underreporting, the dependent variable is the monthly average of reported weekly 

expenditure (reportings with only zeroes are excluded); for zero reportings, the dependent 

variable is the monthly total number of zero reportings; and for wave non-response the 

dependent variable is the monthly total number of missing observations. These dependent 

variables are regressed on household characteristics. The household characteristics used in 

this chapter are family size, age, income, education level, whether the head of the 

household has a job or not, and the the length of time the household has been member of 

the panel. 

Because the panel concerns behaviour, a negative panel effect (i.e. the effect of the 

burden) is expected. In the design, the total burden (b) consists of the number of weeks a 

respondent was requested to participate up to time t, multiplied by the weekly burden of 

responding, here the number of items that has to be entered. Because this number of items 

to be entered is also affected by underreporting, this number will be approximated by the 

number of items that was entered in the first month. Although this variable is subject to 

measurement error, this approximation will suffice to keep the analysis simple. 

On the other hand, respondents who have been members of the panel for a longer time 

may be considered more loyal to the panel and, because they do their job better, to provide 

a reporting level higher than those of households that have only recently started, and also 

higher than those of households that have dropped out early. Therefore, the total number 
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of weeks (n) a household has reported will also be included in the analysis to signify 

loyalty. 

Of course, taste also plays a role in the amount of the relevant commodity purchased, 

influencing the volume purchased in the first reporting week. This influence is assumed to 

be on a logarithmic scale, due to decreasing returns: if a person prefers a certain volume, he 

or she will prefer double this amount less than twice as much. Therefore, the logarithm of 

the volume purchased in the first reporting week (î>,) will be included in the model. 

Besides the above mentioned factors, effects of household characteristics (x) on the 

reporting and of course variation over time are expected. The reporting of this last 

fluctuation is often the real reason for the study. 

The logarithm of the burden is used in the model, for it is assumed that the increase of 

the effect of the burden becomes smaller. For the same reason, also the effect of the total 

number of reporting weeks is assumed to be logarithmic. The model is then as follows: 

yit = ÏLfiXij + ^ o g K ) + ZmKjm + ^logfe.i) + / i o g W + Sü (2-1) 

where yit is the reported expenditure for household i, i = I,...,/, in period t, t = 1.....T; X,y is 

the / * household characteristic of household i; Vu is the total volume reported by 

household i in the first period it participated; dm is a dummy that is equal to 1 if the 

observation refers to period m, and equal to 0 otherwise, so Km is a monthly intercept; bltA 

is the burden that a household i was exposed to until period t-\ (for the first period, there is 

no burden of previous reportings); n-, is the total number of weeks that household i had to 

report in the whole period; Sit is a disturbance term to represent individual random 

fluctuation in responses, with g\eit] = 0. ßp y, A, and /4 are regression coefficients. 

With certain adaptations, specific to the design, the model described above is the model 

used by Meurs et al. (1989). Two problems can be foreseen with this model. 

The first problem is that pooled data are used. If pooled data are used, the assumption is 

made that all disturbance terms £,, are identically and independently distributed. 

Dependence between the observations of one household is not taken into account. This will 

lead to unbiased and consistent but inefficient parameter estimators, and estimators of 

standard errors will generally be biased, leading to unreliable test results (e.g. see Greene, 

1993, p 413). 

The second problem is that it is not known whether the model specification is 

complete. It is assumed that for unbiased estimation of linear regression models the random 

error is uncorrelated with the exogenous variables. However, incomplete specification of 

the model results in biased estimates of the disturbance variance (e.g. see Johnston, 1984, p 

260). The heterogeneity that results from this incomplete specification must therefore be 
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taken into account. The panel survey makes this possible: the alternative is to use an 

explicit panel-model for T periods with person-specific unobserved heterogeneity as an 

extra factor. 

y,i = «1 + 77, + Zfipcij + ^og^,,) + //log(w,) + sn 

yi2 = a2 + ft + Xjß-Kij + tfogfaO + Alog&i) + /iog(n,) + sa (2.2) 

y,T =aT+ r/t + Zfifa + ^og(wi;) + &o%{biT.) + /iogfo) + siT 

where 77; represents the unobserved heterogeneity and Kmdm is now represented by the 

constant at in each equation. Assumptions for this model: ê\£t] = 0; 'ëew [£•„£•„] = 0!u\ %zs[r/] 

= y/. Furthermore £( and 77 are mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated with the other 

explanatory variables. If the heterogeneity is specified as a. fixed effect, this will result in / 

extra parameters, where / will be large in typical panel surveys. If rj; is treated as a random 

effect, a heuristic approach for estimating the model has been suggested by Greene (1993), p 

474-479, which is said to lead to inconsistent estimators. Model (2.2) can also be seen as a 

special case of the Structural Equations Model. For such models, standard consistent 

estimators are available (Bollen, 1989). For more on heterogeneity in Structural Equations 

Models, we refer to Muthén (1994) and Muthén and Satorra (1995). Below we will use this 

approach to estimate the parameters of model (2.2). The data used are described in Section 

1.3. From the questionnaire, the expenditure on red meat in guilders is used in this chapter, 

since this is the product purchased most regularly. Before estimation, it will be shown how 

these data are affected by the response burden of the respondents. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Descriptions 

In the data, as in other reported studies, the decrease in reporting level is clearly evident. 

This is shown in Table 2.1. The first part of the table shows a large decrease in reported 

expenditure over time. This decrease in reporting level is accompanied by an increase in 

zero reportings and wave non-response. It should be mentioned that the panel is renewed 

continuously. Since the new respondents are likely to be more motivated, their response 

behaviour can be expected to be better, which might explain the stabilisation seen after the 

second month. Altogether, the effect on reporting level is so large, and the observed process 

is so unlikely, that one cannot use such data without correction for the effects studied here. 
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Table 2.1: Reporting level and wave non-response 

Month" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Total expenditure 100.0 98.0 90.2 91.1 87.8 84.5 
volume4 100.0 93.8 87.0 87.0 80.8 82.2 

number of products 100.0 99.8 93.3 91.3 86.7 84.8 

Reporting of zeroes 100.0 130.8 134.0 128.1 125.8 129.9 

Wave non-response 100.0 97.1 105.7 110.2 117.8 120.5 

The total can be separated into the following four product groups 
Red meat expenditure 100.0 99.3 91.0 93.8 89.7 88.9 

volume 100.0 95.4 87.4 90.8 82.8 85.1 
number of products 100.0 99.4 92.9 92.9 89.6 90.3 

Meat products expenditure 
volume 

number of products 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

101.0 
103.0 
102.1 

92.8 
90.9 
95.9 

91.0 
84.8 
92.8 

90.6 
84.8 
87.2 

82.3 
78.8 
84.1 

Poultry expenditure 
volume 

number of products 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

87.5 
80.8 
90.9 

82.1 
76.9 
87.9 

80.2 
73.1 
81.8 

79.0 
79.2 
81.8 

75.5 
76.9 
75.8 

Eggs expenditure 
volume 

number of products 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

91.8 
91.3 
91.3 

86.6 
85.4 
85.4 

90.7 
92.1 
92.1 

73.2 
75.7 
75.7 

70.1 
75.7 
75.7 

The columns represent the sum 
expenditure, volume and number 
and wave non-response per month; 

pie means of the average weekly reportings for 
of products as well as the number of reported zeroes 
month 1 = 100. 

A month is defined as a period of four consecutive weeks. 
Since the volume for eggs is measured in units rather than in kilograms, as the other categories, 

total volume excludes eggs 

The second part of the table shows that these effects occur not only for the aggregate 

data over all products but also for each product separately, and in fact for each product in a 

slightly different way. 
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Table 2.2: Size of the panel 

Reported 
in week' 

/ l 

Started in tveek in week' 

/ l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Tot. 
1 849 849 
2 579 141 720 
3 650 87 119 856 
4 649 97 80 61 887 
5 624 87 70 34 25 840 
6 596 85 74 43 14 62 874 
7 628 94 61 40 17 43 68 951 
8 621 83 70 42 15 36 41 84 992 
9 574 77 59 35 15 31 40 55 44 930 
10 574 79 54 36 16 33 46 55 28 54 975 
11 581 82 70 35 15 34 40 46 30 38 37 1008 
12 512 77 53 30 12 26 38 34 17 30 17 8 854 
13 513 65 46 28 11 26 40 40 18 22 19 5 20 853 
14 499 68 48 30 7 25 33 42 28 23 19 4 11 22 859 
15 514 74 48 29 10 27 39 42 27 21 13 5 10 14 14 887 
16 493 69 40 23 10 21 31 42 21 21 16 4 10 8 8 16 833 
17 477 63 43 27 7 26 34 41 23 25 13 3 9 14 4 9 11 829 
18 454 61 48 25 8 23 35 38 23 19 12 4 9 11 7 6 3 12 798 
19 411 52 38 18 9 20 29 33 15 17 9 3 8 11 5 5 5 6 3 697 
20 430 54 45 22 7 28 31 37 16 21 10 3 9 11 4 4 7 7 1 16 763 
21 443 61 39 13 7 20 27 34 20 18 13 2 8 13 4 6 5 7 1 12 5 758 
22 424 58 43 19 7 19 32 29 19 25 13 3 9 9 9 9 3 3 0 9 2 5 749 
23 438 56 38 13 9 19 31 33 19 18 12 2 9 9 5 7 4 3 2 9 4 1 16 757 
24 425 55 33 17 4 17 32 37 15 18 11 1 11 10 7 8 4 5 1 8 2 1 7 6 735 
Tot 849 141 119 61 25 62 68 84 44 54 37 8 20 22 14 16 11 12 3 16 5 5 16 6 

Each row displays the number of respondents who co-operated in each week of the panel, subdivided 
according to the week in which each became a member of the panel. 

Table 2.2 shows the number of respondents that participated each week. These numbers 

are subdivided by the week the household began reporting. In each column the attrition is 

clearly visible: for example, in the group beginning in the first week, only 50% of the 

households is still reporting in the 24th week. Of course this will have its effect on the 

reporting level. 

In what follows the main focus will be on the effects displayed in Table 2.1. For these 

three effects the same model can be used, while for the process of attrition a different model 

is needed. Of course, neglecting the effects of attrition will not yield complete insight into 

the effects of response burden. However, inclusion of attrition in the model complicates 

matters unduly. Attrition and other fluctuations in sample composition will be studied in 

Chapter 5. 
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2.3.2 Estimation of the effect of the burden 

Firstly, the effect of the burden of reporting on the reporting level of expenditure will be 

analysed. For the analysis model (2.2) is used. The dependent variable ylt is the reported 

total volume, in kilograms. Eggs are omitted, since the quantity of eggs is measured in units. 

Average week-volume in a month will be used instead of weekly volume. In this analysis 

the extreme case of underreporting, the reporting of zeroes, was excluded from the analysis, 

and will be treated separately. Of course, not all zero reportings are forms of 

underreporting. Some represent non-purchasing. On the other hand, households can decide 

not to respond both when no purchase is made and when they are either unable or 

unwilling to report. In the former case the missing observation, resulting from non-

response, must be replaced by a zero, while in the latter case the observation remains 

missing. It is known when a household was able or unable to report, but the difference 

between the case where a household was unwilling to report and the case where a 

household spent nothing is impossible to see. In some instances, however, an expenditure 

pattern for households that shop, say, once in two weeks may be recognised. Appendix 2.A 

shows that such a pattern is so infrequent for these products in the data that this factor is 

not taken into account. 

The model is estimated with LlSREL (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1989), which is a standard 

package used for the estimation of Linear Structural Equation Models. The Maximum 

Likelihood criterion was used for estimation, which under normality provides consistent, 

asymptotically efficient parameter estimators. An expression for the asymptotic covariances 

is also available, as well as a goodness-of-fit statistic, which is %f distributed with known 

degrees of freedom. Although the exogenous variables might be expected to be non-normal, 

this estimator is used because the conditions for asymptotic robustness, as described by 

Satorra and Bentler (1990) and Satorra (1992), apply here, which means that consistent, 

asymptotically optimal parameter estimators will be obtained. Furthermore, the expression 

for the asymptotic covariances is still applicable except for the asymptotic covariances of 

the variances of non-normally distributed variables, and the goodness-of-fit statistic still is 

£ distributed. 

The results of these estimations are presented below for underreporting, the number of 

zeroes, and non-response as dependent variable, using model (2.2) for estimation. In order 

to compare the size of the effects, the (completely) standardised coefficients are presented 

while the significance of an effect is indicated by an asterisk: . 
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2.3.2.1 Underreporting 

Generally, the first reaction to the burden of reporting shown by respondents is 

underreporting. As explained above, this reaction will be analysed using model (2.2), where 

the dependent variable is total volume, excluding zeroes. The estimation results for this 

model are summarised in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Reported volume 

Month 
Effect of: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Log burden — - .21* - . 2 1 ' - . 2 1 ' -.17* - .20' 

Log total requested weeks .13' .19* .19* .19' .16' .18' 

Log first volume .29* .44* .45* .44* .37 .43' 

Family size .17* .26* .27* .26' .22* .26' 

Income" .02 .03 .03 .03 .02 .03 

Age .02 .03 .03 .03 .02 .03 

Education level' -.05* -.07* -.07* - .07 ' -.06" - .07' 

Work of head of household .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Panel membership' .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 

Unobserved heterogeneity .33* .49' .50* .50' .41' .48 

Squared multiple correlations .35 .59 .62 .59 .41 .57 

Goodness-of-fit tfn 91.54 (p = 0.06) 
" Significant at 5% level 
" Income measured on a 5-point scale 
4 Education level measured on a 4-point scale 
' Panel membership measured on a 3-point scale 

Completely standardised LlSREL estimates of the model for total volume without 
zero reportings. 

It can be seen that the reported volume is affected not only by the size of the family, by 

education level, and by taste, measured by the volume in the first week, as one can expect, 

but also by the burden on reportings. The effect of the burden is indeed negative. This 

means that households do underreport if the burden gets higher. We also see that the effect 

of total requested weeks, thus loyalty towards the panel, is significantly different from zero, 

and the effect of unobserved heterogeneity on reported volume is considerable. Estimating 

the model without unobserved heterogeneity will not change the estimates much, but the 

squared multiple correlations decrease up to .24, with an average of .15. Moreover, the ]?7S 

has a value of 436.51, with a probability of 0.00. 

The estimates above can be used to correct average reported volume for the effect of 

response burden. For this purpose, the parameter estimates for a„ ß)t y, A and /u are entered 

in equation (2.2), together with the means of Xj, l o g ^ ) , log(^) and log(tt). Using these 
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values, the sample means for reported volume will be reproduced. In Table 2.4 the 

unstandardised parameter estimates for reported volume and the sample means for the 

exogenous variables are presented. In Table 2.5 the (average) reported volume is shown. 

Corrected volume is computed by assuming the average burden to be equal to 0. 

Table 2.4: Parameter estimates and sample means 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 
a, 2.07806 1.83544 

Famsize Income Age 

1.72270 

Education 

1.73707 1.73212 1.71748 

Work Membership l^Taste {^Loyalty 
Parameter .24879 .02312 .00201 
Mean 2.33450 3.30823 49.92640 

-.07946 
2.30648 

.01098 

.59194 

Means 

.00550 .99673 .33086 
2.59194 1.02807 4.72979 

Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 
loçBurden -.36316 2.98343 3.65779 4.05940 4.33997 4.55576 

Table 2.5: Predicted and corrected volume 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Predicted 1.88891 1.74491 
Corrected 1.88891 1.87779 

1.65491 
1.82825 

1.70591 
1.91361 

1.68791 1.64690 
1.91529 1.89569 

After correction for response burden, there is no longer a steady decrease in volume, 

giving a more realistic picture of consumption. 

2.3.2.2 Zero reportings 

The next reaction assumed of the respondents is the reporting of zeroes. The maximum 

number of zeroes a household can report in a month is sixteen, four for each of the four 

different product groups: red meat, meat products, poultry and eggs in four weeks. Apart 

from this change in the dependent variable yit, the rest of the model remains unchanged. 

The results for the estimation of the parameters for this dependent variable are given in 

Table 2.6. 

In this case too the expected effects of taste, family size, age can be seen, and the 

reporting of zeroes is only slightly caused by the high burden imposed on respondents. It is 

seen, however, that the more loyal the respondent is towards the panel, the fewer zero 

reportings are made. Again, unobserved heterogeneity has a large effect, in fact the largest 

effect: neglecting unobserved heterogeneity in estimation leads to a decrease in squared 

multiple correlations of on average .35, and an increase in %f of 732. 
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Table 2.6: Zero reportings  

Month 
Effect of: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
log burden — .06* .06* .05* .06* .05* 
Log total requested weeks -.48* -.51* -.51* -.48* -.50* -.48* 
Log first volume .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 
Family size - .13" -.14* -.14* -.13* -.14" - .13 ' 
Income" -.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 -.02 
Age -.16* -.18* -.18* -.17* -.17* - .17 ' 
Education level* .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 
Work of head of household -.08* - . 08 ' -.08* -.08* -.08* -.08* 
Panel membership' .04 .05 .05 .04 .04 .04 
Unobserved heterogeneity .58* .62* .62* .58* .60* .59' 
Squared multiple correlations .60 .63 .64 .55 .59 .56 

Goodness-of-fit /n 107.30 (p = 0.0044) 
" Significant at 5% level 
" Income measured on a 5-point scale 
* Education level measured on a 4-point scale 
' Panel membership measured on a 3-point scale 

Completely standardised LlSREL estimates of the model for the number of zero 
reportings. 

l.i.l.i Wave non-response 

Although it was found that missing values due to wave non-response and zero reportings 

could be treated similarly (see Appendix 2.A), in Table 2.7 only estimates of the effect of 

the burden on the number of missing values are shown. Observations with the maximum 

of four zeroes per week are not considered here. 

In this case the burden has a significant effect on the wave non-response but loyalty 

again has a large effect which serves to reduce the non-response. Other factors also have 

minor but significant effects, such as age and the amount of time respondents have already 

participated in the panel. Heterogeneity also has again a strong effect, and if it is omitted in 

estimation, squared multiple correlations decrease on average with .07, and the Jt2 goodness-

of-fit statistic increases with 129. 
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Table 2.7: Wave non-response  

Month 
Effect of: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Log burden — .17 .16* .13* .12* .11' 
Log total requested ' weeks -.53' -.55' -.58* -.54* -.50* -.49' 
log first volume .15* .15* .16* .15* .14* .14' 
Family size .05* .06* .06* .06* .05* .05' 
Income" .06* .06* .06' .06* .05' .05' 
Age -.09* -.10* -.10* -.10* -.09' -.09" 
Education level4 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.01 
Work of head of household -.06* -.06* -.06* -.06* -.05' -.05' 
Panel membership' -.11* -.11* -.11* -.11* -.11* -.11' 
Unobserved heterogeneity .29* .30* .32' .30* .27* .27' 
Squared multiple correlations .33 .23 .27 .24 .21 .21 
Goodness-of-fit / 7 2 1825.00 (p = 0.0) 
" Significant at 5% level 
* Income measured on a 5-point scale 
4 Education level measured on a 4-point scale 
' Panel membership measured on a 3-point scale 
Completely standardised LlSREL estimates of the model for wave non-response. 

2.4 Conclusions 

First of all it was shown that continuous reporting produced uncorrected results which 

indicated a clear downward trend. This has been found not only in this panel, but in all 

panels mentioned previously. In fact, the reduction in reporting level is so large that one 

cannot use such data without correction for the effects studied here. 

It was also shown that the response burden had a significant effect on underreporting, 

zero reportings and wave non-response. The latter does not automatically lead to a lower 

reporting level for expenditure. To study the effect of wave non-response, a better look at 

(changes in) group compositions must be taken, which will be done in Chapter 5. Besides 

the burden, loyalty seems to play an important role in all three outcomes. This component 

of motivation requires further attention. 

The adaptation of the model used by Meurs et al. (1989) made sense because of the large 

effect of heterogeneity, but because the model is still very simple not all possible effects can 

be analysed. 

One has to bear in mind that the effects found at the individual level cannot be perfectly 

compared with the effects found at the aggregate level. For such a comparison, the (changes 

in) group compositions must be taken into account. One of the factors influencing group 
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composition is attrition, since it changes group division with respect to panel membership. 

Earlier studies have shown that there are important differences in reporting behaviour 

between these groups1. Taking this into account would require models more complex than 

the model discussed here. 

2.A Appendix: Expenditure pattern 

One way to find the expenditure pattern of households is to analyse response behaviour. 

The assumption is made that a household with a given number of household members has a 

more or less constant expenditure volume per month. If, for example, a household with a 

certain number of household members reports once in two weeks, but these two reportings 

have the same volume as an average household of this size reports in four weeks, then this 

household presumably shops only once in two weeks and the missing reportings should be 

interpreted as zeroes. 

The procedure used here is to take a sub-sample consisting of all households that make 

non-zero responses in four consecutive weeks (for simplicity such a period is called a 

month). For these households, the average weekly reporting level is regressed on a power-

function in family size: 

The estimates found in six months are very similar: a = .4; p = .5. The expenditure of 

the other households is divided by this estimate of average per-week expenditure, and the 

weights found in this way are analysed: if the average weight of a household is considerably 

larger than 1.00 (say 1.75), this household is likely to be one that does not shop each week. 

In the sample of 2 000 households, some 40 households are found with a weight of more 

than 1.75, but only two of these seem candidates for this regular-but-not-weekly 

expenditure pattern. The other households either report twice as much each week, or 

report very irregularly with one purchase with a very high weight, both producing a high 

average weight. Therefore it is concluded that zeroes and missing reportings can be treated 

quite similarly. 

1 These studies were done by E. van den Oord and W.E. Saris at Stichting TelePanel. 
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2.B Appendix: LISREL-input 

2.B.1 Reported volume 

RANDOM INTERCEPT REGRESSION, REPORTED VOLUME 
FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SEE SECTION 2.2 
TOTVMOt » y_it; LOGBRDMt = log(b_it), LOGFRSTW = log(v_l), FAMSIZE...PANELMMB - x_j 

VARIABLES WITH A '*' DENOTE 'PSEUDO' LATENT VARIABLES: THESE ARE VARIABLES 
THAT ARE MEASURED WITHOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS. LISREL ONLY ALLOWS RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN LATENT VARIABLES, THEREFORE BOTH OBSERVED AND UNOBSERVED EQUIVALENTS 
OF THESE VARIABLES ARE PRESENT. 

DATA NI=19 NO=571 MA=CM 
CM 

3.28322 
.452977 .459385 
.947332 .304082 1.43179 
.453760 .441766 .314814 .448530 
1.00725 .329313 .808776 .333266 1.32200 
.460463 .436915 .315714 .446378 .337339 .448933 
.933913 .258013 .815577 .262834 .682308 .262915 1.38441 
.466158 .435131 .318939 .445123 .341901 .448114 .262431 .449947 
1.18746 .284728 .902761 .292726 .789447 .293851 .916408 .295100 
2.02325 
.465794 .433985 .319314 .443756 .342651 .446797 .265275 .448885 
.295559 .449658 
.962911 .232564 .818806 .239666 .779587 .240445 .834305 .241915 
.803050 .239480 1.41830 
.465361 .432146 .317544 .442071 .341292 .445354 .262854 .447715 
.295912 .448499 .238760 .448893 
.595886 .230161 .335194 .233966 .347675 .236150 .322839 .237148 
.348577 .238410 .313970 .237662 .276060 
.859562 .248516 .632649 .252213 .599928 .253322 .594489 .260345 
.535230 .259561 .586742 .259421 .237451 1.52125 
.212992 .0510278 .314465 .0725059 .273606 .0803242 .135482 .0878354 
.127870 .0870981 .206709 .0886438 .0572987 .530049 2.01711 

-.689032 .0121477 -.784631 .0910479 -1.19597 .0810789 -1.27662 .0249623 
-.297888 .0105298 -1.10688 -.0483313 .160465 -6.25605 -1.82290 234.054 
-.271677 - .0682468 -.215355 -.0699015 -.205446 -.0686593 -.155892 -.0682875 
-.151126 - .0687865 -.194223 -.0681285 -.0819696 -.114978 .194841 -.770400 
1.15678 
.0102408 - .0197723 . 00361549 -.0191652 .0442358 -.0189276 .0131707 -.0174003 

.00892587 - .0173991 .0170056 -.0153140 -.0142026 .147261 .134768 -4.80375 

.00773650 .241970 
.0531900 .0235610 .0436225 .0145541 .0127323 .0123355 .0590883 .0119681 
.0343732 .0113202 .0210846 .0105808 .00742369 .106910 .0417857 .101512 

-.00980736 
ME 

.0121455 .270040 

* 
2.07806 

2.98343 1.83544 3.65779 1.72270 4.05940 1.73707 4.33997 
1.73212 4.55576 1.71748 4.72979 1.02807 2.33450 3.30823 49.9264 
2.30648 

LA 
.591944 2.59194 

TOTVM01 LOGBRDM1 TOTVM02 LOGBRDM2 TOTVM03 LOGBRDM3 TOTVM0 4 LOGBRDM4 
TOTVM0 5 LOGBRDM5 TOTVM06 LOGBRDM6 LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE 
EDUC WORKH PANELMMB 
SELECT 
TOTVM01 TOTVM02 TOTVM03 TOTVM04 TOTVM05 TOTVM0 6 
LOGBRDM1 LOGBRDM2 LOGBRDM3 LOGBRDM4 LOGBRDM5 LOGBRDM6 
LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC WORKH PANELMMB/ 
MODEL NY=19 NE»14 LY=FU,FI PS = SY, FR TE=SY,FI TY=FR 
LE 
LGBRD1* LGBRD2* LGBRD3* LGBRD4* LGBRD5* LGBRD6* 
LGFRSTW* FAMSIZE* INCOME* AGE* EDUC* WORKH* PANELM* RANDOMI 
F R E E T E U . l ) T E ( 2 , 2 ) TE ( 3 , 3 ) TE ( 4 , 4 ) T E ( 5 , 5 ) T E ( 6 , 6 ) 
F R E E T E ( 2 , 1 ) T E ( 3 , 2 ) T E ( 4 , 3 ) T E ( 5 , 4 ) TE{6 ,5 ) 
FREE T E U 3 , 1) 
FIXD P S U 4 , 6) - P S U 4 , 13) 
PATTERN LY 

0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
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10 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 10 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 10 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 10 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 0 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0/ 

MATRIX LY 
0 0 0 0 0 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 

-.08 0 0 0 0 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 
0 - 08 0 0 0 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 
0 0 -.0E 0 0 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 
0 0 0 -.08 0 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 
0 0 0 0 -.08 .01 1.19 .23 .02 0 -.06 -.02 .03 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

MATRIX PS 
1.97 
1.82 2.35 
1.65 1.98 2.25 
1.64 1.91 2.07 2.30 
1.50 1.72 1.87 2.02 2.20 
1.45 1.64 1.81 1.93 2.02 2. 40 
0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.30 0. 28 0.26 
0.25 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.23 0. 20 0.23 1. 70 
0.05 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.17 0. 17 0.09 0. 59 2 .28 
1.91 2.66 2.58 2.59 2.77 2. 90 0.84 -4. 11 -0 .03 230 .53 

-0.16 -0.14 -0.14 -0.12 --0.16 -0. 12 -0.06 -0. 15 0 .19 -2 .26 1.30 
-0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 • -0.03 -0. 04 0.00 0. 18 0 .18 -3 .96 0.02 0.22 
0.94 1.07 0.94 0.93 0.83 0. 97 0.04 0. 08 -0 .07 1 .06 -0.03 -0.01 1.71 

0 
MATRI) 

0 

: TE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1.51 
0 ] ..04 
0 0 1. 21 
0 0 0 1. 58 
0 0 0 0 3.09 
0 0 0 0 0 0.88 / 

OUTPUT AD=OFF IT= 150 SC NS RS SD= 2 

2.B.2 Zero reportings 

RANDOM INTERCEPT REGRESSION, ZERO REPORTINGS 
FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SEE SECTION 2.2; ZEROESMt = y_ 
DATA NI = 19 NO=703 MA=CM 
CM 

870952 
317460 .526482 
574874 -.311125 .884208 
333954 .505821 -.326612 .512876 
521973 -.277638 .575057 -.293067 .852974 
338835 .500767 -.329471 .511401 -.299006 .515526 
466748 -.272351 .532662 -.289747 .544822 -.292981 .936049 
341277 .499836 -.332240 .511400 -.302425 .515980 -.294033 .519532 
499957 -.301320 .591561 -.308657 .559993 -.306497 .574909 -.308389 
924852 
340115 .497882 -.334219 .509468 -.301627 .514014 -.295637 .517975 
309819 .518582 
460963 -.250326 .532721 -.262701 .541902 -.265908 .537813 -.265720 
563485 -.266374 .918246 
339602 .495821 -.332575 .507415 -.300735 .512205 -.294940 .516315 
309656 .516908 -.267092 .517086 
159400 .255821 -.158170 .259760 -.147269 .262548 -.148546 .264533 
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-.154473 .265105 -.143276 .264358 288142 
-.302594 .275379 -.293672 .275301 -. 223572 .275017 -.262483 .282836 
-.297121 .284255 -.260984 .285480 235455 1.53321 
-.231811 .0939047 -.192997 .118525 -. 161021 .130566 -.157086 .136555 
-.168397 .136604 -.125492 .138069 .0790116 .575798 2.06686 
-1.17943 .617341 -1.74956 .722297 -1 .20352 .724441 -1.61783 .673516 
-1.55434 .649053 -1.90031 .57874*4 620867 -5.05286 -1.06504 243.480 
.124669 -.112368 .0881529 -.114505 131058 -.114605 .114209 -.113694 

.0774945 -.113021 .0824124 -.112013 -. 113293 -.164717 .154401 -2.18150 
1.19522 

-.00545687 -.0173669 00964325 - .0182091 .00334342 - .0171351 -.0123281 -.0159241 
.00133737 -.0162020 .0172723 - .0144395 -.0104482 .143800 .153206 -4.73526 
.0224030 .240285 

.00494827 .0371720 .0143200 .0236130 .00187434 .0197046 .000599790 .0175589 
-.00209927 .0151439 -. 00322387 .0141610 .00820453 .0910181 -.0138701 .293972 
-.00967161 

ME 
.00809717 .309642 

2.15363 2.87775 2.15220 3.55394 2 .26458 3.95410 2.27169 4.23367 

2.30583 4.44899 2.37411 4.62250 984080 2.26316 3.24751 48.7681 
2.36558 

LA 
.600284 2.57895 

* 
ZEROESMl LOGBRDMl ZEROESM2 LOGBRDM2 ZEROESM3 

LOGBRDM3 
ZEROESM4 LOGBRDM4 ZEROESM5 LOGBRDM5 ZEROESM6 LOGBRDM6 
LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC WPRKH 
PANELMMB 
SELECT 
ZEROESMl ZEROESM2 ZEROESM3 ZEROESM4 ZEROESM5 ZEROESM6 
LOGBRDMl LOGBRDM2 LOGBRDM3 LOGBRDM4 LOGBRDM5 LOGBRDM6 
LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC WORKH PANELMMB/ 
MODEL NY=19 
LE 
LGBURD1* LGB 

NE=14 LY=FU,FI PS=SY,FR TE=SY,FI TY=FR MODEL NY=19 
LE 
LGBURD1* LGB URD2* LGBURD3 * LGBURD4* LGBURD5* LGBURD6* 
LGFRSTW* FAMSIZE* INCOME* AGE* EDUC* WORKH* PANELN* RANDOMI 
FREE TE(1,1) TE(2,2) TE(3 ,3) TE(4,4) TE(5,5) TE(6 ,6) 
FREE TE(2,1) TE(3,2) TE(4 ,3) TE(5,4) TE(6,5) 
FREE TE(13,1) 
FIXD PSU4, 6)-PS(14,13] 
PATTERN LY 
0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

10 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 10 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 10 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 10 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 0 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0/ 

MATRIX LY 
0 0 0 0 0 -.14 - .28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
.01 0 0 0 0 -.14 - .28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
0 .01 0 0 0 -.14 - .28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
0 0 .01 0 0 -.14 - .28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
0 0 0 .01 0 -.14 - 28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
0 0 0 0 .01 -.14 - .28 -.13 -.04 -.01 .04 -.03 .13 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

MATRIX PS 
1.97 
1.82 2.35 
1.65 1.98 2.25 
1.64 1.91 2.07 2.30 
1.50 1.72 1.87 2.02 2.20 
1.45 1.64 1.81 1.93 2.02 2.40 
0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.28 0.26 
0.25 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.23 0.20 0.23 1 .70 
0.05 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.09 0 .59 2.28 
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1 .91 2 . 6 6 2 . 5 8 2 . 5 9 2 . 7 7 2 . 9 0 B4 - 4 . 1 1 - 0 . 0 3 2 3 0 . 5 3 
- 0 . 1 6 
- 0 . 0 1 

0 . 9 4 
0 

MATRIX 
0 . 4 7 

0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

OUTPUT 

•0 .14 - 0 . 1 4 - 0 . 1 2 - 0 . 1 6 - 0 . 1 2 
• 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 4 
1 .07 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 3 0 . 8 3 0 . 9 7 

0 0 0 0 0 
TE 

. 4 1 
0 
0 
0 

0 . 4 7 
0 0 . 4 6 
0 0 0 . 4 6 / 

0.06 -0.15 0.19 -2.26 1.30 
0.00 0.18 0.18 -3.96 0.02 0.22 
0.04 0.08 -0.07 1.06 -0.03 -0.01 1.71 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.42 

AD=OFF IT=100 SC NS RS ND=2 

2.B.3 Wave non-response 

RANDOM INTERCEPT REGRESSION, WAVE NON-RESPONSE 
FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SEE SECTION 2.2; 
DATA NI=19 NO-1134 MA=CM 
CM 

NONRSPMt •= y_it 

.219707 
-.438392 1.61643 
.0987195 -.292669 .201576 
-.315620 1.26669 -.286335 1.24178 
.0429398 -.0904508 .0689450 -.119861 .172008 
-.239083 1.02652 -.224763 1.05578 -.157016 1.01508 
.0422743 -.100169 .0579948 -.118640 .0889602 -.137505 .203883 
-.207833 .929010 -.198984 .970751 -.152962 .952816 -.160307 .932744 
.0368876 -.0721954 .0413598 - .0906098 .0627885 -.108174 .102185 -.122610 
.226926 

-.181678 .844294 -.172966 .882692 -.137351 .869876 -.152907 .862571 
-.136279 .832610 
.0434161 -.0791272 .0376208 - .0740215 .0550535 - .0787059 .0789915 -.0896368 
.105320 -.0979707 .229031 

-.169217 .797569 -.159514 .835574 -.130040 .823236 -.148998 .820564 

-.139811 .803306 -.123972 .792442 
-.0369282 .294830 -.0339045 .307983 -.0206079 .301459 -.0213395 .297522 
-.0270339 .296697 -.0221109 .292902 .274724 
-.0312487 .309997 - .00918804 .281707 .0405208 .257472 .0342981 .253360 
.0162279 .253414 .00977879 .250545 .227669 1.58580 
.0567954 .00420483 .0333400 .0664397 .0231472 .109504 .0156784 .132042 

.0149795 .130102 .0187917 .128548 .102165 .584663 2.18770 
-.518780 1.48833 -.816427 1.67658 -1.12885 1.87313 -1.14715 2.04873 
-1.22672 2.04257 -.751234 1.95300 .905181 -4.50384 -.309710 247.685 
.0412726 -.144594 .00132158 -.104462 .00926977 -.114726 .0105820 -.113225 
.0214582 -.112474 .0185068 -.109258 -.0810340 -.148881 .149306 -2.48949 
1.26555 
.0104583 -.0129164 .00946045 - .0179146 .0139288 - .0196230 .00533226 -.0204787 
.0198829 -.0222338 - .00297940 - .0200051 -.00601659 .162039 .163378 -4.44602 

.00838248 .237469 
-.172705 .546874 -.117729 .352098 -.00980836 .189652 -.0118110 .159738 

-.0132267 .144256 -.0270481 .138449 .0433090 .187368 -.0938496 .646029 
-.0331704 

ME 
.00701342 .839952 

* 
.325397 

2.30796 .279541 3.11693 .220459 3.60280 .284832 3.90646 
.347443 4.14212 .354497 4.31930 .932151 2.28836 3.33510 47.2840 
2.41799 

LA 
.612875 2.33245 

NONRSPM1 LOGBRDM1 NONRSPM2 LOGBRDM2 NONRSPM3 LOGBRDM3 
NONRSPM4 LOGBRDM4 NONRSPM5 LOGBRDM5 NONRSPM6 LOGBRDM6 
LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE ; EDUC WORKH 
PANELMMB 
SELECT 
NONRSPM1 NONRSPM2 NONRSPM3 NONRSPM4 NONRSPM5 NONRSPM6 
LOGBRDM1 LOGBRDM2 LOGBRDM3 LOGBRDM4 LOGBRDM5 LOGBRDM6 
LOGFRSTW FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC WORKH PANELMMB/ 
MODEL NY=19 
LE 
LGBURD1* LGE 

NE=14 LY=FU, FI PS-SY, FR TE=SY,FI TY-FR MODEL NY=19 
LE 
LGBURD1* LGE IURD2* LGBURD3* LGBURD4* LGBURD5* LGBÜRD6* 
LGFRSTW* FAMSIZE* INCOME * AGE* EDUC* WORKH* PANELM* RANDOMI 
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FREE TE(1,1) TE(2,2) TE(3,3) TE(4,4) TE(5,5) TE(6,6) 
FREETE(2,1) TE(3,2) TE(4,3) TE(5,4) TE(6,5) 
FREE TE(13,1) 
FIXD PS(14,6)-PS(14,13) 
PATTERN LY 

0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
10 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 10 0 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 LO 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 10 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
0 0 0 0 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0/ 

MATRIX LY 

0 0 0 0 0 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .03 1 

.01 0 0 0 0 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .09 1 

0 .01 0 0 0 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .09 1 

0 0 .01 0 0 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .09 1 

0 0 0 .01 0 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .09 1 

0 0 0 0 .01 -.15 .03 .03 0 0 .01 .01 - .09 1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

MATRIX PS 

1.97 
1.82 2. 35 
1.65 1. 98 2 25 
1.64 1. 91 2 07 2 .30 
1.50 1. 72 1 87 2 ,02 2.20 
1.45 1. 64 1 .81 1 .93 2.02 2. 40 
0.29 0. 29 0 ,28 0 .29 0.30 0. 28 0.26 
0.25 0. 19 0 .18 0 .19 0.23 0. 20 0.23 1. 70 
0.05 0. 10 0 .10 0 .11 0.17 0. 17 0.09 0. 59 2 .28 

1.91 2. 66 2 .58 2 .59 2.77 2, 90 0.84 -4. 11 -0 .03 230.53 

-0.16 -0. 14 -0 .14 -0 .12 -0.16 -0, 12 • -0.06 -0. 15 0 .19 -2.26 1.30 

-0.01 -0. 03 -0 .03 -0 .03 -0.03 -0, 04 0.00 0. 18 0 .18 -3.96 0.02 0.22 

0.94 1. 07 0 .94 0 .93 0.83 0, 97 0.04 0. 08 -0 .07 1.06 -0.03 -0.01 1.71 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MATRIX TE 

0.11 
0 0 .1( I 
0 0 0. 08 
0 0 0 0.08 
0 0 0 0 3.09 
0 0 0 0 0 0.10 / 

OUTPUT AD=OFF IT=100 NS SC RS ND=2 





3 
Estimation of underreporting using two indicators 

for reporting 

3.1 Introduction 

As shown in the previous chapter, panel effects can be so strong that one cannot use such 

data without correction. One way to correct for these effects is by defining consumption as 

a latent variable, of which the reported consumption is one indicator. This approach is 

possible if two indicators are available (for more on latent variable models, see e.g. Bollen, 

1989). The objective of this chapter is to estimate underreporting using a model in which 

there are two indicators for consumption. In Section 3.2 the research design will be 

described, including a description of the model, and its identification. In Section 3.3, the 

estimation procedure will be described, with the parameter estimates of the model. Section 

3.4 will contain the conclusions. 

3.2 Research design 

3.2.1 The model 

A Structural Equations Model has been defined to describe expenditure and response 

behaviour, since Structural Equations Models allow the presence of latent variables. For 

each household i, period t and group g, true consumption (Qlg) is influenced by some 

household characteristics xig, like family size, family income, age, and education level. Besides 

these variables, an intercept (atg) is present to represent a trend in consumption, and a 

disturbance-term (Çtig) for random fluctuation. Consumption is measured using two 
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indicators: each period for all products bought the amount and price are reported. The sum 

of the prices of these individual products is reported expenditure (rtig). It is subject to grave 

response burden. Since this response burden leads to demotivation, which causes 

underreporting (Kaper and Saris, 1996; Kaper and Saris 1997), it has a slope (Âlg) not 

necessarily equal to 1 and an intercept (rtg) which is not restricted to being 0. Apart from 

these biases, random measurement errors are present for this indicator: eti . Besides this 

reported expenditure, a second indicator is present, called the direct estimate {dtlg), which is 

measured retrospectively each quarter: at the end of the quarter the respondent is asked 

how much was spent on average per week during the last quarter. It is expected to be 

measured without systematic underreporting, since it is not subject to a large response 

burden like the reported expenditure, so a slope of 1 and an intercept of 0 are assumed. This 

assumption also defines a scale and origin for the latent variable true consumption: it is 

assumed that true consumption is measured with the same metric as this second indicator. 

There is nonetheless random measurement error, represented by Stig. 

The model can be described with the following equations for each respondent i = 

l,...,I„ period t = l,...,7*and group g - 1,...,G: 

c,ig = a,g + y%g + dg (3-la) 

r, = Tt + A,Cti + eti (3.1b) 

d,ig = Cng + Stlg (3.1c) 

with <ê\Ç,g] = 0, ^l£tgi = 0) and ^T4g] = 0; ^ " [ ^ » ] - ¥t (variance of disturbances); 

2w[4,g,<^„] = y/ut (correlated disturbances); %zs[Stg] = 6% (variances of measurement errors 

in ôtg,);
 <ëerv[ollg,ôtg] = 6^ V u * t (correlated measurement errors: same respondents); 

^af[stg] = 6a (variances of measurement errors in stg), 'S'w[sug,£t^\ = 0 V u * t (correlations 

in measurement errors are accounted for in Xtg). 

In the remainder, equation (3.1a) is referred to as the Consumption model, and (3.1b) and 

(3.1c) together as the Reporting model. 

3.2.2 Identification 

Prior to the aspect of estimation, identification of the model has to be considered. In each 

period, the model is a MlMIC-model, a special case of a Structural Equations Model in which 

there are multiple indicators and multiple causes for one latent variable (Joreskog and 

Goldberger, 1975). Although it is known that MlMIC-models are identified if there are at 

least two indicators and at least one causal variable (e.g. see Bollen, 1989), identification has 
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to be studied more carefully, since correlated errors in the direct estimate and correlated 

disturbance terms for consumption are introduced. 

Initially, identification of the slopes and variances is verified, assuming the variables are 

all measured in deviation from the mean. Once identification of these parameters is 

established, the means are identified as well, under the condition that apart from the scale 

of the latent variables also the origin of the latent variables is defined. 

If first the two MlMIC-models for each period are considered separately, it is found that 

A, y us, Ost a n d ¥t a r e identified. Cross-time covariances among the observed variables 

establish identification of both <?&„ and if/tu for t * u . A full proof of identification of the 

model is given in Appendix 3.B. 

3.2.3 The data 

The data are from the survey and questionnaire as described in Chapter 1. Since 

underreporting was expected in these data, at the end of the quarter all respondents were 

asked how many guilders they spent during the quarter, on average per week. In this 

manner, a second indicator for true expenditure on meat, poultry, and eggs is available. For 

this purpose (and other purposes), the purchases in meat are subdivided into four groups: 

meat, meat products, poultry and eggs. For each of these groups, this second estimator is 

present. Because the second indicator is measured on a quarterly basis, the first indicator, 

reported consumption, is averaged to get a quarterly measure as well. 

Before the final analysis, some evident outliers are removed from the data. These 

outliers were defined as observations in which the average amount reported in the second 

quarter was more than five times larger or more than five times smaller than the amount 

reported in the third quarter (both direct estimate and reported expenditure). Also 

households with a zero reporting for the direct estimate and reporting expenditure larger 

than zero are not taken into consideration, since these responses are definitely erroneous. 

After these individual exclusions of observations, 467 households remain for which all 

relevant variables are available for all periods. 

Since it is hypothesised that response behaviour, and thus underreporting, differs for 

households that report or consume at different levels, the sample is split into three more or 

less equal-sized groups based on the average number of reportings per week in the first 

quarter. (This variable is denoted p{). Following this procedure, there is a group of 132 

households that reported over 0 up to and including 1 product, a group of 161 households 

that reported over 1 up to and including 2 products and a group of 174 households that 
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reported more than 2 products on average per week in the first quarter and that reported 

both in the second and the third quarters. 

3.3 Estimation 

Estimation of the model is done using LlSREL (Töreskog and Sorborn, 1993), which is a 

standard program to estimate Structural Equations Models. The method of estimation used 

is Pseudo Maximum Likelihood, which is the use of Maximum Likelihood when the 

normality assumption does not necessarily hold. The fit function to be minimised for the 

multi-sample model with means and intercepts is 

F=Zi
GNg/NFg 

where 

Ft = l/2(s« - o-^'W-ysfe» - rjfe>) + l/2(m<0 - ^ ' ^ ( m ^ - ^ ) , 

W y = (u/"-") = N(2 - %}(2 - 5^{é'à' + é'à) for group g 

is the vector of non-redundant sample (co-)variances for group g 

is the vector of non-redundant population (co-)variances for group g 

is the vector of sample means for group g 

is the vector of population means for group g 

is the population variance-covariance matrix for group g 

is Kronecker delta 

is the total number of persons in the sample 

is the total number of persons in group g 

sfe) 

CTfe) 

8 

N 

K 

Maximum Likelihood estimators have a number of desirable properties, among which 

the property that the estimates are consistent, and under normality also efficient. 

Robustness of Maximum Likelihood estimators has been studied for non-normal data 

(Satorra, 1993). 

The three groups were estimated simultaneously, incorporating the across-group 

restriction that the consumption model was invariant. Studying the parameter estimates of 

this model together with the standard errors led to hypothizing that the loadings of 

reported expenditure on true consumption are equal through time and that the intercepts 

for reporting are equal to zero. After this hypothesis was incorporated in the model, it was 

tested again. The parameter estimates of this restricted model with Ttg = 0, Àtg = Ag are 

shown in Table 3.1. The LlSREL input for this model is given in Appendix 3.A. 
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Table 3.1: Maximum Likelihood Parameter estimates (standard errors within 

parentheses)  

Consumption model ALL GROUPS 
Effect Parameter {All parameters of the consumption model restricted to being equal across 

groups)  
Family size Til 
Income n? 
Age /u 
Education Tu 

Disturbance q2 Wn 
Disturbance q3 V» 
Correlated Vn 
error . 
intercept q2 <h 
Intercept q3 a, 

3.2528 (.5256) 
1.1540 (.4290) 
.1347 (.0392) 
.0701 (.4896) 

115.8529 (19.2436) 
114.9435 (18.5008) 
103.2474 (15.1454) 

7.1196 (3.0377) 
7.0148 (3.0335) 

R2c« ?2 .1335 
Vr* 13 11344_ 
Reporting model Group g = 1 Group g - 2 Group g = 3 
Loading Parameter 0 <p, < 1; I, = 132 1 <p{ < 2; /2 = 161 2 <p,; /3 = 174 

Reported exp. 

Reported exp. 

h .3172 (.0211) .4553 (.0301) .6345 (.0400) Reported exp. 

Reported exp. ** .3172 (.0211) .4553 (.0301) .6345 (.0400) 

Error reported 

qi 
Error reported 

&ai 8.2692 (1.9844) 16.6202 (3.9441) 15.8795 (5.9091) Error reported 

qi 
Error reported $m 7.2271 (1.8240) 16.2044 (3.9621) 19.9553 (5.7495) 

Error direct q2 
Error direct q3 
Correlated 

#S2 

&SSI 

943.8797 
812.0203 
803.9784 

(120.9986) 
(104.5654) 
(107.5261) 

1550.7089 
3393.8856 
1698.4088 

(177.3229) 
(383.3019) 
(229.2007) 

1656.3027 
119.6740 

1181.8373 

(180.5340) 
(131.6203) 
(141.9609) 

^cq2 

R2.c q3 
R2

rf.c q2 
R2,r q3 

.6268 

.6563 

.1276 

.1445 

.6313 

.6356 

.0813 

.0386 

.7722 

.7282 

.0747 

.0997 
Contribution to 30.6183 (34.90%) 31.5728 (35.99%) 25.5327 (29.11%) 

£M 87.7238 (P-.021) = = = = = = 

Effects labelled q2 concern the second quarter, while labels q3 denote the third 

quarter 

Although the main interest is in the reporting model, some aspects of the consumption 

model deserve attention. The standard errors show that education level does not 

significantly contribute to consumption. Furthermore, the disturbances are very large. This 

is also shown in the rather low squared correlation coefficients in row K2
Cx of about 0.13. 

Apparently only a small part of consumption is explained by the model. The reporting 

model reveals the underreporting: 1 - A gives the proportion of underreporting for group 
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g. Almost 60% is underreported by the first group, more than 50% by the second group, 

and more than 30% by the third group. Hence, the group that reported least in the first 

quarter (the quarter on which the group definition is based) reports least in successive 

quarters. It appears that the first quarter was already subject to underreporting. By 

comparison of the measurement errors in reported expenditure and in the direct estimates 

and the squared multiple correlations (R2
r.c

 a n d R-2d.c m t n e table), it is seen that the direct 

estimate is indeed a less precise indicator than reported expenditure, though less biased. 

Finally, the ^ statistic of 87.72, with 63 degrees of freedom, shows with a probability of 

2.1% a moderate fit of the model. 

The estimates for A, together with the standard errors, do not suggest that 

underreporting is equal across groups. This is also indicated by the corresponding jf 

statistic of 262.45 with 65 degrees of freedom. The difference-test with the less restrictive 

model gives a £ statistic of 174.73 with 2 degrees of freedom, which is highly significant, 

leading to a rejection of the hypothesis of equal underreporting across groups. 

The parameter estimates can be used to predict average true consumption, by using the 

average of the prediction: average of Q = a, + y K. This gives us the predictions related to 

the indicators as shown in Table 3.2. The results show that although reported consumption 

decreases through time, predicted true consumption increases. 

Table 3.2: Predictions for true consumption  

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 

Reported r 7.11 7.33 11.67 11.45 17.53 17.03 
Direct d 17.98 18.68 28.42 31.92 30.28 30.82 
True consumption C 15.64 16.42 17.59 18.09 22.10 22.63 

3.4 Conclusions 

Reconsidering the results, a quite simple model that incorporates latent variables is very 

well able to correct for underreporting in a panel survey. Essential for the estimations is the 

availability of a second indicator for consumption. Although the indicator present in the 

data is a very rough one, with very large error-variances, it can be assumed not to be subject 

to underreporting, enabling estimation of underreporting itself in the other indicator, 

reported consumption. Indeed underreporting is present in the data, varying from 30 to 

60%, and this underreporting is not constant across groups: the group with a low reporting 
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in the first quarter underreports more than the group with high reporting in the first 

quarter. Apparently reportings in the first quarter already were subject to underreporting. 

Furthermore, while reported consumption suggests that consumption decreases from 

the second to the third quarter, after correction for measurement errors, consumption 

actually increases. 

N o explanation is given for the underreporting itself. For that, a more complex model 

would be necessary. This is something that will be studied in the next chapter. 

3.A Appendix: LISREL-input 

PANEL-MIMIC MODEL FOR TWO PERIODS, RED MEAT, GROUP 1: 0 < RVLP1 <= 1 
FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL SEE SECTION 3.2 
REPt - r_tig, DIRt = d_tig, FAMSIZE. .. EDUC • x_ig, CONSt - C_tig 
DATA NG=3 NI=8 NO=132 MA=CM 
KM 

1.0000 
.2801 1.0000 

-.2225 -.0962 1 .0000 
-.0876 .1946 -.1621 1 .0000 
.3589 .1492 .0906 -.0440 1.0000 
.3118 .2177 .0161 -.0833 .6182 1.0000 
.2425 .0063 -.1066 -.0731 .1099 .2328 1 .0000 
.2182 .0765 -.1041 -.1195 .1080 .2713 .9089 

SD 

* 1.2475 1.3497 15 .0472 1 .1817 4.7586 4.7167 31 .0862 
ME 

* 1.9697 2.9470 49 .7197 2 .5227 7.1120 7.3347 17 .9848 
LA 
* 
FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC REP2 REP3 DIR2 DIR3 

SE 
REP2 DIR2 REP3 DIR3 FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC 
MODEL NE=2 NY-4 NX=4 FI PS=SY,FR TE=SY,FI LY=FU, FI GA=FU, FR AL=FI TY=FI KA=FR 
LE 
CONS2 CONS3 
FR ALII] AL(2) 
FI TY(1) TY(3) 
EQ GA(1,1) GA(2, 1) 
EQ GAU,2) GA(2,2) 
EQ GA(1,3) GA(2,3) 
EQ GAU, 4) GA(2, 4) 
FR LYU, 1) 
EQ LYU, 1) LY(3,2) 
VA 1 LY(2,1) LY(4,2) 
FRTEU.l) TE(2,2) TE(3,3) TE(4,4) 
FR TE(2,4) 
MA LY 
.3697 .0000 
1.0000 .0000 
.0000 .3783 
.0000 1.0000 

MA GA 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
MA PS 
90.7120 
79.1552 82.6515 
MA TE 
7.8508 
.0000 917.4685 
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.000 

. 0 0 0 
MA AL 
- 8 . 3 9 

2.78 
MA TY 

. 0 0 

. 0 0 

. 0 0 

. 0 0 
OU SC 
PANEL 
DATA 
KM 

.0000 8.4424 
785.6384 .0000 790.6524 

ND-4 AD-OFF IT-200 
MIMIC MODEL FOR TWO PERIODS, 

NO=161 
RED MEAT, GROUP 2: 1 < RVLP1 <= 2 

.0000 

.2521 

.3245 

.0091 

.2631 

.1283 

.0256 

.0632 

.0000 

.0978 

.2571 

.1394 

.2156 

.0729 

.0205 

.0000 

.0931 

.0139 

.0871 

.0360 

.0608 

.0000 

.0742 

.0101 

.1527 

.1386 

.0000 

.5971 

.3150 

.2067 

.0000 

.2552 

.1425 
1.0000 
.7469 

1.4361 15.4398 6.6688 41.7004 59.0476 

2.2609 3.4596 50.6211 2.6957 11.6720 11.4522 28.4161 
LA 
* 

FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC REP2 REP3 DIR2 
SE 
REP2 DIR2 REP3 DIR3 FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC 
MODEL NE-2 NY=4 NX= 4 FI PS = IN TE=SP LY' =SP GA=IN AL=IN TY=SP KA=FR 
LE 
CONS2 CONS3 
MA LY 
.5572 .0000 

1.0000 .0000 
.0000 .4887 
.0000 1 .0000 

MA GA 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
MA PS 
90.7120 
79.1552 82.6515 
MA TE 
15.3422 

.0000 1528.2568 

.0000 .0000 24.5548 

.0000 1499.3020 .0000 1699.7828 
MA AL 
-5.77 
10.01 
MA TY 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 

OU 
PANEL-MIMIC MODEL FOR TWO PERIODS, RED MEAT, GROUP 3: 2 < RVLP1 
DATA NO=17 4 
KM 

1.0000 
.1921 1.0000 

-.3492 .0391 1.0000 
-.0637 .2846 .0210 1.0000 
.3301 .0775 .0229 .0283 1.0000 
.1496 .1992 .1357 .0786 .6455 1.0000 
.0608 .0615 .0478 .0262 .2091 .1193 1.0000 
.0825 .1240 .0346 .0757 .2199 .2086 .8358 
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1.1500 1.3731 14.8599 1.1553 8.0971 8.1173 41.6377 35.7777 
ME 

2.5632 3.6379 50.5230 2.5575 17.5270 17.0267 30.2816 30.8211 
LA 

FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC REP2 REP3 DIR2 DIR3 
SE 
REP2 DIR2 REP3 DIR3 FAMSIZE INCOME AGE EDUC 
MODEL NE=2 NY=4 NX=4 FI PS=IN TE=SP LY=SP GA=IN AL=IN TY=SP KA=FR 
LE 
CONS2 CONS3 
MA LY 
.6234 .0000 

1.0000 .0000 
.0000 .6450 
.0000 1.0000 

MA GA 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
2.9543 .9783 .1266 .2448 
MA PS 
90.7120 
79.1552 82.6515 
MA TE 
26.0407 
.0000 1465.5462 
.0000 .0000 67.9757 
.0000 1143.0157 .0000 1139.4235 

MA AL 
-0.61 
11.71 
MA TY 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 

OU 

3.B Appendix: Identification of the model 

To establish identification, first the consumption model with latent variables is inserted to 

the measurement model. For each household i and period t (since we do not have any cross-

group parameters, we treat all groups together, omitting the subscript g), the equations are: 

<4=at + y'x,+ 4 + 4 (3.B.1) 
rti =rt + Xt{at + y'x, + Q + eti (3.B.2) 

The sample moments are compared with the moments implied by the model. First, the 

sample covariances (Zx and a's) are studied, resulting in the following equalities that need to 

be solved for the parameters of the model. The first equation can be solved for O: O = Zx. 

In each consecutive equation only one new parameter appears, so the system of equation 

can be solved. Note that the following model assumptions are applied: g2w[x,<£] = 0, 

a*[x,«g • 0, W**[x,et] = 0, <&*[ö„Q m 0, ^[ôt,st] = 0, g^[£•„£] • 0, »,[<$,<] = O for 
all t and u*t. 
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Ex = 7&-[x] = O 

aW( = 'e™ [x,dt] = g ^ [x,at + y'x + Q + St] = y'O 

axr, s gs«, [x,r(] = g^. [x,r, + Ât(at + y'x + <£) + ç] = Aj'O 

a^, s g^, [dt,rt] = ffw [a, + y'x + £ + 4,r, + A,(af + y'x + 4) + ç] = A,(y'Oy + ^,) 

aj = K,[dù = %>-{at + fx + £ + St] = y'Oy + y/t + 0& 

art
2 = K, [ r J = 3&[t; + A,(a, + y'x + £) + et] = A/y'Oy + A,V, + 0a 

adtru = g?>* [dt,ru] = Wo*, [a, + y'x + Q + 4, ru + Âu(au + y'x + Q + ç j = At(y'Oy + y/tu) 

a** =&*» [dt,du] = ^ [a, + y'x + £ + 4, a„ + y'x + £ + <5J = y'Oy + ^„ + #&„ 

The same procedure can be used for establishing identification of the means (As), with 
the following assumptions from the model definition: ê\St] = 0, £TfJ = 0, g°[£] = 0. 

\lx a #[x] s K 

A/, = £&,] = #[a, + y'x + £ + £J = a, + y'x: 
A, = £[rt] = £{Tt + A,(at + y'x + Q + et] = Tt + A,(a, + y'x) 

which proves that the complete model is identified. 



4 
An explanatory model for underreporting in panel 

surveys 

4.1 Introduction 

The effects of response burden, estimated in Chapter 2, were rather small, in fact too small 

to explain the large decrease in reportings as shown in Table 2.1 on page 13. The table 

shows a large decrease in reported expenditure with time. In the reportings for eggs a peak 

can be seen in month 4. In 1994, Easter was in this month, and then the Dutch consume 

considerably more eggs. However, reportings are lower than those in the first month, 

which is very unlikely. Together with an increasing wave non-response and an increasing 

reporting of zeroes, the effect on reportings is so large and the observed process is so 

unlikely that one cannot use such data without correction. Several possibilities are available 

to make such corrections (Saris, 1996). One possibility is to select respondents who have 

shown a stable level of responding during a test period of some months, previous to the 

actual reporting period. Olivier (1987) studied the consequences of this procedure and 

found an overreporting of cheap products. One explanation for this is that due to the 

selection the panel is not representative for the population: mainly poor people are left who 

are most concerned with their expenses. A second possibility for correction is to estimate 

the effect of non-response, refusals and underreporting on the aggregate reporting levels, 

and to correct for these different factors on the aggregate level (Van den Oord and Saris, 

1994). In order to do so, a lot of assumptions have to be made without detailed knowledge 

whether these assumptions are correct. Another possibility is to counteract underreporting 

on the individual level, by correction on the individual level or by interacting with the 

respondents by stimulation of motivation. The last procedure requires a thorough insight 

into the processes behind response behaviour. 
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In the present chapter we want to formulate a model for these processes, which can be 

applied in the last approach. Firstly, in Section 4.2 a Structural Equations Model for such a 

process will be formulated. Secondly, in Section 4.3 this model will tested. Finally in 

Section 4.4 conclusions will be drawn. 

4.2 The model 

4.2.1 Rationale 

Several reasons can be thought of why reported expenditure will differ from true 

expenditure. Sometimes more members of the household do the shopping, which requires 

co-ordination. Incidental purchases are easily forgotten, and in some (if not most) cases 

motivation is not high enough to spend enough time on answering, so there is no time to 

enter all purchases in the questionnaire. The difference between true and reported 

expenditure, response error, can be either random or selective. Apart from random typing 

errors, only the presence of negative selective response errors due to forgetting or 

demotivation is expected, which is called underreporting. Demotivation is reflected in the 

fact that the respondent spends less time on answering. The basic idea in the present 

approach is that underreporting is caused by this reduction in time. 

A formal description of the model is as follows: household characteristics like income 

or family size (x; and z,) determine how much a household consumes (Cti: true 

consumption; subscript t denotes time-period, subscript i denotes household). An intercept 

(at) reflects the collective fluctuations through time. Since a larger consumption leads to a 

larger number of items to be entered in the questionnaire, the time a households needs for 

entering the items (Tti: true time) is first of all spent on starting the system (r() and 

increases with consumption with a factor /f for entering time per item. 

As mentioned before, the large burden placed upon respondents in a frequently 

measuring panel using behavioural or expenditure questionnaires leads to increasing 

demotivation. Due to this demotivation {mt), the time a household wants to spend in 

answering will become less than needed for answering or, alternatively, the time a 

household does not use (Vtl: time reduction) is more than zero. With this reduction in 

responding time, the underreporting (£/„) increases with a factor \/K. Underreporting is 

also influenced by household characteristics like number of shops or family size (y, and Z,), 

which causes a household to forget items. It should be noted that some of these household 

characteristics influence both consumption and underreporting. Therefore a distinction 
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between these household characteristics will be made, reflected in a third variable vector: Z, 

that contains these variables. 

Finally, what is observed is reported consumption (r(J: actual reportings), which is true 

consumption minus underreporting. Likewise, the time used for answering (ftl: answering 

time) is the time needed for answering minus time reduction. 

This model is described with the following set of equations. 

rtl=Ctl-Utl+Sltl (4.1a) 

U-Tü-Vi+O* (4.1b) 
Cti = a, + Yi'x; + y2% + eui (4.1c) 

Tti = Tt + KCtl + s2lt (4. Id) 

Vti = ymtl + £3tl (4. le) 

Uti = \IKVü + y3'y, + y4'z,- + sAti (4.1f) 

mti = g,(wt-i.) (4-!g) 

where t denotes the period and i denotes household, g,Q is some function of demotivation, 

and y,, ..., y4, and v are parameters to be estimated; furthermore SUl and <%„ are 

measurement errors and £ui,...,£4li are disturbance terms, with an expectation of zero, 

uncorrelated with x„ y;, z, and mti. For each period t, Slti, Slti and £Un...,£4t, are mutually 

uncorrelated. Since more variables influence true consumption apart from x, and Z„ the 

errors £ui are assumed to be correlated through time. £2tl is the amount of disturbance in 

true time. This disturbance is household specific: e.g. some households are more easily 

disturbed than other households. The disturbance also contains background variables that 

are omitted. Since the households are the same each period, £2tl is assumed to be correlated 

through time. 

The factors causing true consumption are assumed to be stable through time, and 

furthermore it is assumed that the disturbance term £ui, which accounts for individual 

fluctuation per period, has constant variance through time. 

The model formulated tries to give a description of the process of reporting. The 

several steps from demotivation to underreporting are specified, giving insight in the effects 

of the burden placed upon the respondents. If the model can be estimated, it is possible to 

simultaneously find the means and variances of true consumption and of underreporting, 

getting a corrected estimate for true consumption. 

Several aspects of the model deserve further attention. Firstly, the time needed for 

entering one item (K) is supposed to be constant both across households and through time. 

However, it is not likely that all households need an equal amount of time for entering 
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each item. It is also not impossible that people fill in answers faster at a later stage, so K 

becomes smaller. Solutions to these problems are described in Section 4.2.2. 

It is obvious that some of the variables in the model, such as true consumption, and 

underreporting, are not measured. In fact, all variables denoted with capital symbols are 

latent. Therefore a Structural Equation Model approach will be used for further analysis. 

Structural Equation Models allow estimation of relations among latent variables together 

with measurement relations between latent variables and observed variables if the model is 

identified (more on identification in Section 4.2.4). The complexity of the model, i.e. the 

number of latent variables with respect to the number of observed variables, is too high to 

satisfy identification. In Section 4.2.3 a simplification of the model is proposed, while in 

Section 4.2.4 identification and estimation of the model are discussed. 

The process of demotivation, g,(')> ' s n o t described, except that demotivation is some 

function of previous demotivation. A further description of the demotivation process will 

be presented in Section 4.2.5. 

4.2.2 Time needed for entering: K 

In the model, the time needed for entering an item, K, is assumed to be constant both 

through time and across households. This is hardly the case. Firstly, some households are 

quicker in answering than others, so different households have different entering-times. 

Secondly, this entering time changes through time: some households become quicker 

through time, while others take more time per item, e.g. because they become more 

precise. The latter variation is expected to be smaller than the variation across households. 

The variation in K is reflected in low correlations between rt. a n d / , of at most .12 per 

moment t. 

In the model one can allow K to vary through time: Kt. Since in panel studies the 

number of households will generally be much larger than the number of periods, it is not 

possible to model the variation across households likewise, because this would result in a 

very large number of extra parameters in the model. Therefore, the variation across 

households has to be taken care of differently. 

Several solutions can be thought of: an attractive solution is to treat K", as a random 

coefficient (e.g. see Longford, 1993 or Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992). However, multilevel 

estimation procedures (Bryk et.al., 1996) available do not allow the complexity of models 

presented here. 

Another solution is to split up the households into groups with a similar level for Kti. 

Then these groups will have a more or less constant K, which enables estimation using a 
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Structural Equations Model. However, these groups will be either very small, or very 

heterogeneous with respect to Kti. 

A third solution is to estimate the individual /C, per household with the average 

entering time per item for the whole period. kh the estimator for Kt, is then used to create a 

new variable for answering time, defined in the same unit of measurement as actual 

reportings. An estimate for /c, can be found using the average answering time per item: kt 

= Z ; / / Z ( rtr Next, answering time is divided by this k,. Likewise, the latent variables 

concerned with time are divided by k^ All redefined variables will be marked with an 

asterisk (*):/,*, Tti\ Vtt*, £2ti> S3ti, Slti and T*. Likewise, parameter V is defined as v/&;. 

When substituting the old time variables by their redefined counterparts in model (4.1), the 

factor Ktl/kl and its inverse appear. This factor, which will be close to one, will be treated 

as model parameter At. It can be tested whether this parameter is constant through time or 

not. 

The equations for the model after substitution become: 

r, = CH-Uu+SUl (4.2a) 

f: = Tt:-v: + $2tl (4.2b) 

C,i = Ot + Yi'x. + 72 X + «ui (4.2c) 

T;= T; + Atctt + £ltl (4.2d) 

V* = vmti + eM (4.2e) 

Utl = \/ltVt; + y3'y, + y4'z, + e* (4.2f) 

m« = gtfat-ii) (4-2g) 

The assumptions with respea to the disturbance terms and random errors remain 

unchanged. 

4.2.3 Simplification of the model 

The number of variables appearing in the model is high, which was needed to clarify the 

process of reporting. Now that the rationale of the model is clear, it is useful to simplify it. 

It is also necessary, for the number of latent variables is high with respect to the number of 

observed variables. Since Tt* and Cti as well as Uti and Vti are closely related, it is 

attractive to insert the equations for Uti and Tti into the equations for rti and fti , so that 

both r„ and fti* depend directly on the two latent variables C„ and Vti . 

1 This division will generate dependencies between some of the random errors and the observed variables. The effects of 
these dependencies on the estimates are expected to be minor, and will be ignored. 
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The equations for the model now become: 

rti = Q, - l A ^ * - y3 'y,- - Y4'z; - «w + ^i« (4-3 

/£* = r/ + A,Q, - Ktl* + / 2 t i + Slti (4.3b) 

Q, = at + y/x; + y2'z, + fijri (4.3c) 

K(/ = i/*m„ + * M (4.3d) 
mti = g«K-i«) (4-3e) 

Since two error terms appear in both equations (4.3a) and (4.3b), only the variance of 

the sum of the error terms will be identified. Therefore the combined random errors will 

be studied instead of the separate random errors: Çui = öui - sMi and Çltl = iltl + Sltt. Due 

to the correlatedness of e 2tl through time, Ç^i w ' ^ n o w ^e correlated through time. 

4.2.4 Identification and estimation 

Estimation of Structural Equation Models (SEM) is done by fitting the variance-covariance 

matrix, implied by the model parameters, to the variance-covariance matrix in the sample. 

Fitting is done by minimising the (weighted) sum of squared residuals, where a residual is 

defined as the difference between the implied (co-)variance and the sample (co-)variance 

(Bollen, 1989). This procedure can be used for models with or without latent variables. 

This is in contrast to regression models, where the residuals are defined as the differences 

between the observed endogenous variables and the predicted endogenous variables (e.g. see 

Greene, 1993), and therefore no unobserved variables apart from the disturbance term in 

the regression equation are allowed. 

The Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (where Maximum Likelihood is used without the 

restriction of normally distributed data) estimators are consistent. When data are normally 

distributed these estimators are asymptotically efficient as well. The behaviour of SEM-

estimators has been widely studied, so the effects of violation of the standard assumptions 

(like non-normality) are known (e.g. Bollen, 1989; Satorra, 1992). Standard software for 

estimation of Structural Equations Models is available, one of which is LlSREL Qöreskog 

and Sörbom, 1989). This program will be used to estimate the parameters of the model. 

An issue to be studied prior to estimation is the assessment of identification of the 

model. If there is not enough information, the model is underidentified, which implies that 

there is an infinite number of solutions for the model parameters. Estimation-procedures 

will arbitrarily produce one of these solutions, which is undesirable. Therefore, it is 

important to check identification of the model. 
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Identification can be verified by algebraically solving the set of equations that implie 

the variances and covariances for the model parameters. However, the number of equations 

increases with the number of observed variables: if the number of observed variables is q, 

the system of equations consists of q(q + l)/2 equations. 

For the simplified model identifiability is not so difficult to determine. The first step is 

to express all observed endogenous variables in terms of observed exogenous variables and 

random errors: 

r,i = at + y/x; + y2'z, - \/Xtvmtl - y3'v; - y4'z; + eUl + l /A / 3 „ + Qtl 

fu = *< + Hftt + Yi'x, + Y2'Z;) - vmü + At£Ul - £in + Çiti 

mti = &K-ii) 

These equations form a Seemingly Unrelated Regression Model, of which all 

parameters and error-variances and error-covariances are identified (Greene, 1993). We can 

find estimates for the variances and covariances of (eUl + \/ Xt£lti + ^,,) and (Xt£Ul - £iti + 

t^2ti) instead of estimates for the separate variances. The issue now is whether the separate 

variances are identified as well, given that the variances and covariances of the combination 

are identified. One of the aspects involved in this question is the level and variance of time 

reduction in the first period. Since no burden is placed upon the respondents before the 

first period, it is to be expected that time reduction is at its minimum in the first period. 

Therefore, it is assumed that time reduction is zero in the first period, with zero variance 

as well. This implies that £ 31l is zero. This assumption is sufficient to establish 

identification for all variances of the error terms, as is shown in Appendix 4.A. 

These results on identification are achieved under the assumption that demotivation is 

measured without errors. In the next section it is shown how this assumption can be 

relaxed. 

4.2.5 Demotivation as a simplex 

One aspect of the model deserves further attention. So far, demotivation has been assumed 

to be perfectly measured, which is not plausible. Therefore, demotivation has to be 

considered as a latent variable. To be able to estimate the model with a latent variable for 

demotivation, it is necessary to have a perfectly measured cause variable for this variable, 

or at least two measurements for it at each time point, or at least one measure if the extra 

assumptions of a simplex structure (Wiley and Wiley, 1969) can be made. The last solution 

is in line with the assumption that demotivation in one period is the same as demotivation 

in the previous period except for an increase due to the response burden. Then, if three or 
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more periods are available, only one measurement is sufficient to identify demotivation if, 

as Wiley and Wiley suggest, the loadings are set equal to 1, and the measurement errors can 

be assumed to have equal variance. 

The complete model becomes: 

rti = Cti - 1/Ä,Vt- - y3 'y, - y4% + £« (4.4a) 

ft:= r/ + xtcu- v; + 4 , (4.4b) 
Cti = a, + y/x; + y2% + eUi (4.4c) 

v; = vMti + eM (4.4d) 
Mti = fit + ßfA^, + EM (4.4e) 

m„ = Mti + Siü (4.4f) 

where Mti is unobserved demotivation. The same assumptions as in the previous models 

hold for the errors Çlti, Ç2t»
 £\n a n ^ £3ti- Furthermore, £5,, and 5,,, are assumed to be 

mutually uncorrelated, uncorrelated through time, and uncorrelated with X„ y„ Z, and the 

errors Çui, Ç2n> £\n a n £ i £ 3n- The variances of <%„ are assumed to be equal across time. For 

the first period (t = 1) some different assumptions are made: Vu, Mu = 0. As a 

consequence, ß2 = 0. 

If the parameters of the simplex-model (4.4e) and (4.4f) are identified ( ^ [ i j , ] , ?&-[^ (], 

and /?,), then the full model is also identified, using the proposition that if all parts of the 

model are identified, then the whole model is identified (see e.g. Bollen, 1989). 

The path diagram of the definitive model is depicted in Figure 4.1. In path diagrams, a 

straight arrow (—>) between two variables means that one variable causes the other variable, 

while a two-headed curved arrow signifies an unspecified association between two variables 

and the absence of an arrow denotes the absence of a direct effect between two variables (a 

coefficient of zero). Furthermore, an observed variable is enclosed in a square, and a latent 

variable is enclosed in a circle (for more on path diagrams see e.g. Bollen, 1989). To 

improve readability, the correlated errors Çlti through time have not been drawn, nor the 

correlated errors S 3ri. Also, only two X-variables are included, and no y-variables nor Z-

variables. Intercepts are not visible in the path diagram. 
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Figure 4.1: Path diagram of the definitive model. 

4.3 An empirical illustration 

4.3.1 The data 

The data described in Chapter 1 are used to provide an illustration of the model presented 

above. The weekly data are aggregated to monthly data and the data for the first four 

months of 1994 are used. In this set-up, a month is defined as a period of four weeks. Due 

to attrition and renewal not all households are in the sample all the time. Only households 

that participated during that whole period are considered, resulting in a sample of 740 

households. The following variables are available: total number of items reported (r,;); time 
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used for answering (f^; family income (xi;); family size (x2l); evaluation with respect to interest 

(vlit measured on a 100 point scale). 

It has to be mentioned that evaluation can be used as an indicator for motivation, not for 

demotivation. However, demotivation in period t is simply the reduction in motivation 

from time point 0 to t. For that reason, a new variable is created: mu = v0l - vtl. Since 

evaluations are measured afterwards, it cannot act as an indicator for present motivation. 

Hence the monthly data for evaluation will be aggregated with a shift of one month. More 

about the indicator for demotivation in Appendix 4.C. 

Time used for answering, fti, is measured automatically: a clock in the computer starts at 

the moment the respondent starts answering the questionnaire, and stops at the moment 

the respondent is finished. This procedure is subject to outliers: for example if a visitor 

arrives while the respondent is busy answering the questionnaire, the clock in the 

computer keeps running until the respondent properly finishes. In some cases, over 1 000 

minutes seemed to be needed for answering the questionnaire, at a sample average of less 

than 20 minutes. The outliers resulting from this and other causes were detected using the 

Mahalanobis distance (see e.g. Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987). This was done in two 

directions: per household the Mahalanobis distance was taken through time, and per period 

the Mahalanobis distance was taken over households. Penny (1996) provides critical values 

for the Mahalanobis distance. 

Table 4.1: Correlation matrix, means and standard deviations for the variables in four 
months 

r< '2 ' i 
r< ; K f,' K A* m, m2 mf * i *! 

r, 1.000 

'i .833 1.000 

n .782 .800 1.000 

ÎA .775 .790 .811 1.000 i 

f,' .840 .758 .757 .733 i 1.000 

K .668 .772 .694 .691 : .591 1.000 

K .696 .719 .795 .698! .593 .549 1.000 

U .666 .674 .658 .766! .543 .496 .553 1.000 

m, -.016 .002 .007 -.013 ! -.002 .001 .017 -.045 1.000 
m2 -.039 -.030 .001 -.032 ! -.020 -.035 .015 -.051 .729 1.000 
m, -.073 -.059 -.056 -.038 ! -.046 -.077 -.056 -.046 .680 .692 1.000 

* i .198 .169 .181 .140! .182 .159 .137 .097 -.019 -.032 -.035 1.000 

x, .366 .334 .310 .331 ! .314 .303 .266 .260 .014 -.018 -.078 .318 1.000 

mean 4.84 4.79 4.42 4.37! 5.45 4.61 4.14 4.33 -.46 .45 -2.98 3.26 2.29 

st.dev 2.90 3. CS 2.95 2.93 ! 3.88 3.47 3.17 3.36 14.99 15.06 16.35 1.43 1.26 

After correction for outliers, the variable fti was transformed to the same unit of 

measurement as r„ by dividing it by the average k, as described above: fti . The sample 

correlation matrix for these variables is shown in Table 4.1. 
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Both correction for outliers and reformulating with k, resulted in an increase in the 

correlations between rti and fti from less than .12 to more than .77. 

One conclusion to be drawn from this table is that the correlations between m„ (the 

indicator for demotivation) and rti and fti are rather small. Furthermore, the mean of mti 

does not increase. Although mti mutually correlate, and show a simplex structure, it is to 

be expected that mti is not a very good indicator for demotivation. 

4.3.2 Estimation 

The model to be estimated, as shown in Figure 4.1 and described above, is formulated in 

the equations below: 

rti = cti-\/xyt* + Çui 

fti = T* + AtC„ - Vt* + Citi 

Q, = at + ynxu + y12x2l + elti 

V* = y*Mu + e\i (t > 1) 
Vu = 0 
Mu= n< + ßM^i + s,ü (t> 2) 
Mu= 0 

M2l = Mi + %2, 
mtl = Mti + &,tl (t > 1) 

with for all t, u and v. ^[<Ti«>4J = 3fc«,; ^*-[£«>£„] = 9Sluv\ 2ä<-[5,J = 0&u; 

^>"[£U>£lv] = ^n«w ^^[£u] = &EÙ ^ " [ £ 3 J = Q&tn ̂ f e ] = QiStr 

Further assumptions for all t, u and V: ê\Çu] = 0; £[Ç2t] = 0; ^ I ^ J = 0; ê\su] = 0; 

ê\s 3,] = 0; ê\_£ç,ù = 0; Çu, Ç2t> <%t> ^i» £ 30 £5t a r e mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated 

with xu x2 and mt. 

The reason that the random errors in rt (Çlt) are assumed to be correlated is due to the 

fact that in this (simpler) model no exogenous causes for r, (y) are present. Since these 

exogenous variables concern the same households each period (like number of household 

members), this causes the random errors to be correlated through time. 

The parameters of the model, depicted in Figure 4.1 and equations (4.4) above, have 

been estimated with LlSREL, which is a standard package for estimating Structural 

Equations Models, using Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PML) as estimation method. PML 

estimation has normality as a working assumption. The data for that estimation are taken 

from Table 4.1. 
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The results of the estimation are shown in Table 4.2. The LlSREL input file is presented 

in Appendix 4.D. 

The results show a good fit of the model. First of all, the jr1 goodness-of-fit index has a 

value of 52.926 with 43 degrees of freedom, which is smaller than the critical value of 59.02 

with a = .05. Almost all parameters are significantly different from zero (more than 1.96 

Table 4.2: LlSREL maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters, variances 

and covariances. 

parameter estimate (s.e.) : 

1.000 

•.tand. 

.958 

parameter estimate (s.e.) : itand. 

C , ^ r , 
estimate (s.e.) : 

1.000 

•.tand. 

.958 

Ct-tfiW 1.233 (.043) .876 

Q - > r 2 1.000 .898 v; -> r2 (-1/AJ -1.076 (.044) -.370 

C 2 - > ƒ , * & ) .929 (.038) .736 v,*-»// -1.000 -.303 

C3 -> r, 1.000 .922 V / -> r, (-l//l3) -1.103 (.043) -.296 

C , - » ƒ / & ) .907 (.035) .783 v;^r; -1.000 -.251 

C 4 - > r 4 1.000 .930 V<° -> r4 (-1/A4) -1.083 (.045) -.289 

C 4 - > / / ( A 4 ) .923 (.038) .753 v;-+r: -1.000 -.234 

*i" - .518 (.220) « 1 2.652 (.256) 

h .158 (.198) « 2 2.604 (.259) 

r. .125 (.170) « 3 2.229 (.258) 

V .304 (.185) a. 2.189 (.258) 

x, -> C, fo) .156 (.068) .081 

x2^>c,{r2) .736 (.078) .337 

M2 -> v2* (v/) -.003 (.005) -.040 /"1 -.455 (.552) 

M 3 -> v ; (v3*) -.007 (.005) -.114 M2 .898 (.403) 

M4 -> v ; (K,*) -.004 (.004) -.075 Mi -3.437 (.457) 

M 2 ^ M 3 ( / ? 3 ) .984 (.046) .979 

itf3->Af4(/?4) 1.007 (.042) .904 

Af2 -> m2 1.000 .863 

Af3 -» wi. 1.000 .864 

Af4 -» OT4 1.000 .887 

^[e»] (0*2) 1.105 (.311) .998 

^l£»} (£,3) .632 (.313) .987 

% . [ / „ ] (0O4) .616 (.333) .994 

2 M « i J (£52) 167.558 1 12.914) 1.000 %f[S32] (0*1 57.299 (5.473) .255 

^ [ ^ 3 ] (£53) 7.100 (8.970) .042 2£"[<y («s,) 57.299 (5.473) .253 

^ • [ ^ J (*«) 38.437 (9.475) .183 ^ [ £ 3 4 ] (0*4) 57.299 (5.473) .214 

^T4î 52.926 (P = 0.143) 

Standard errors are in parentheses, the absence of a standard error means that the parameter is fixed at the given 
value. Estimates which are different from zero at 5% significance level are printed in bold. Completely 
standardised solution in italics under "stand. " (completely standardised means that both latent and observed 
variables are standardised to have standard deviations equal to 1). Estimates of (co-fvariances of random errors 
Çlm Çlti and S }I1 can be found in Appendix 4.B. 
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times the standard error). Most of the intercepts for ƒ , T, are not significantly different 

from zero, which means that a very short time is used for answering apart from entering 

items. The loadings Ât for t > 1 are close to 1, which was to be expected. If the 

simultaneous restriction that Àt = 1 for t > 1 is made, the y2 goodness-of-fit statistic has a 

value of 53.247 with 46 degrees of freedom. This is not a significant difference with the 

base-model: 53.247 - 52.926 = .321 is smaller than the critical value at 5% for ^ 3 of 7.82. 

The estimates of vt are not significantly different from zero. This is due to the fact that 

the evaluations mt are not very good indicators for motivation Mt (see Appendix 4.C). 

Testing for these parameters implies testing whether the demotivation-simplex is 

independent of the consumption underreporting model. The hypothesis that vt = 0 is not 

rejected: the X~ goodness-of-fit statistic with 46 degrees of freedom has a value of 55.165, 

leading to a difference with the base model of 2.239, which is smaller than the critical value 

of 7.82. 

It can be tested whether the change in consumption from month to month is significant 

by testing whether the change in a, is significant, since all other factors influencing 

consumption are stable. The hypothesis is tested by estimating the restricted model for a, 

= a0. The difference in J 2 is (109.870 - 52.926) = 56.944, which is larger than the critical 

value for ^ 3 of 7.82 with a = .05, so this hypothesis is rejected, indicating that significant 

changes in the monthly consumption occurred. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The study of the process of responding in an expenditure survey led to the formulation of a 

Structural Equations Model. In this model consumption influences the time households 

need for answering, and demotivation affects the time respondents are willing to spend in 

answering, causing underreporting. 

Since the proportion K, by which consumption determines the time a respondent needs 

for answering, varies across households, individual proportions, k„ were estimated, by 

means of which variables concerned with time are reformulated. Furthermore, the complex 

model was simplified to establish identification. Since in a panel more than two periods are 

present, a quasi-simplex structure can be used to identify demotivation. 

As an illustration of the model, data from four months of an expenditure survey about 

Fast Moving Goods were used for estimation. The estimations based on these data showed 

that it is possible to estimate the effects of demotivation on the quality of the data. 
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Although in our data-set an indicator for demotivation itself is not available, the decrease in 

evaluation with respect to interest in the investigation is used to measure demotivation. 

By filling in the parameter estimates and the means of the exogenous variables in model 

(4.4), the means of the latent variables can be derived. The means of C, (true consumption 

per week) and V* (reduction in time for data entrant per week) are presented in Table 4.3, 

together with the means of rt (reported consumption per week). 

Table 4.3: Estimated means ofr„ V, and C, 

( 1 2 3 4 

rt 4.843 4.793 4.423 4.366 

V* - .001 -.003 .012 

C, 4.843 4.795 4.420 4.379 

Only little time reduction is found. Since the estimates of 1/À, are close to 1, the means 

of U, are equal to the means of V* (see equation (4.2f)). These small figures can be 

explained by the very small estimate for V*, which in turn is caused by the fact that an 

indicator for evaluation, not for demotivation, is used. 

Since interest is not an indicator for demotivation, effects are estimated that are very 

small. The results indicate that the model describing the process underneath response 

behaviour is identified and can provide useful information on mean consumption, 

corrected for underreporting, if a good indicator for demotivation can be obtained. It is 

expected that, with a (better) indicator for demotivation, larger effects can be found. 

4.A Appendix: Identification of variances 

The issue is to assess whether the variances of £u, s\„ Çu and Ç2t are identified given that 

the variances and covariances of (su + \/At£it + £,) and (Ât£u - e3t + £,<) ( t o be referred to 

as afx and af2 respectively, and the variances and covariances as y/n, y/lx and y/22) are 

identified. To see this, it is useful to write the variance-covariance matrix of cdx and (d2. 

Since the assumptions regarding the variances and covariances are not equal in the first 

period (co\ = (sn + Çn) and a>\ = (A, + £i)) across time, the matrices for t = 1 and t*\ 

are written down separately (S1««, and S ' ^ . Let 8^t = %s[Çkt], &#, = J&-[E kt] and 6^, = 

%»-[sAt], then: 
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V 
' II 

1 ^ 
12 

f 

,J I 
&SU + 6 C 1 1 

AÖ, £0.„+9. e 2i y 

Since in I 1 ^ , for period 1, ^ n , ^ 2 i a n ^ ^22. a n d ^1 a r e known to be identified, 9m is 

simply equal to \/Xly/2u this parameter is identified. Once 9m is known to be identified, 

9çn and 9çn are identified as well. 

Now, in 1,'çç, for periods t * 1, (f/n, ^ 2 1 and ^ 2 2 , ^ a n ^ <%i» which is equal to 9m, 

are known to be identified. y/2l = A#fl, - \/X9at, so ö ö ( = Â(Â9I!U - i//n). With this, both 

9çlt and #£, are identified, which completes identification of the whole model. 

4.B Appendix: Covariances of random errors 

&&& y£\\ (C) 
estimate 6.520 

(s.e.) (.419) 
ctnpl. stand. .863 

estimate 6.1SS 6.520 
(s.e.) (.409) (.419) 

cmpl. stand. .819 .863 
estimate 6.030 6.697 6.520 

(s.e.) (.389) (.431) (.419) 
cmpl. stand. .798 .886 .863 

estimate 5.831 6.534 6.201 6.520 
(s.e.) (.383) (.426) (.416) (.419) 

cmpl. stand. .772 .865 .821 .863 

&M [£] ( r) g2v[<£] f) 
estimate .686 estimate 3.495 

(s.e.) (.205) (s.e.) (.355) 
cmpl stand. .083 cmpl. stand. .233 

estimate .081 .537 estimate -.340 4.419 
(s.e.) (.192) (.256) (s.e.) (.262) (.256) 

cmpl. stand .009 .057 cmpl. stand. -.025 .367 
estimate -.363 -.432 .546 estimate -.582 -.434 3.276 

(s.e.) (.187) (.210) (.238) (s.e.) (.242) (.223) (.252) 
cmpl. stand -.042 -.047 .061 cmpl. stand. -.047 -.039 .324 

estimate -.290 -.424 -.063 .456 estimate -.760 -.687 -.096 4.291 
(s.e.) (.183) (.208) (.197) (.244) (s.e.) (.252) (.238) (.211) (.298) 

cmpl. stand -.034 -.-47 -.007 .052 cmpl. stand. -.058 -.059 -.009 .378 
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4.C Appendix: Indicator for demotivation 

In the survey of TelePanel, the members of a household got more than one questionnaire, 

apart from the questionnaire about meat, poultry and eggs. Most of these questionnaires 

were only sent incidentally. After finishing the answering of a questionnaire, each 

respondent got five evaluative questions about how interesting, difficult, clear, well-

designed and time-consuming the questionnaire was: 

1 = zeer slecht t/m 10 = uitmuntend 
als u het echt niet weet kunt u een 
0 (nul intypen) [sic] 

Welk cijfer geeft u voor de 
VRAGENLIJST voor wat betreft: 

* BOEIENDHEID van het 
onderwerp >> 

* HET GEMAK waarmee de vragen 
zijn te beantwoorden >> 

* DUIDELIJKHEID van de 
vraagstelling >> 

* VERDELING VAN DE TEKST op 
de schermen (lay-out) >> 

* DUUR van de vragenlijst 
.... >> 

Translated into English: 

1 = very poor - 10 = excellent 
if you really don't know you can 
type 0 (zero)  

Which grade do you give to the 
QUESTIONNAIRE with respect to: 

* INTEREST of the subject » 
* EASE of answering 
the questions >> 

* CLARITY of the formulation 
of the questions >> 

* DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEXT 
across the screens (lay-out) >> 

* DURATION of the 
questionnaire >> 

The only exception to these evaluation questions was the questionnaire on meat, 

poultry and eggs. Since this questionnaire was a weekly one, the evaluation questions were 

considered to evoke a negative mood towards this questionnaire. 
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For the purpose of the questionnaire, therefore, an indicator for evaluation was not 

directly available. To have an indicator for demotivation, the evaluation with respect to 

interest was averaged over all questionnaires and all household-members. 

Of course, this is not a very good measure for demotivation, but in the questionnaire 

this was the only indicator available. For future surveys, it is considered very important to 

have a good measure for (de-)motivation of the respondents. 

4.D Appendix: LISREL-input 

AN EXPLANATORY MODEL FOR UNDERREPORTING IN PANEL SURVEYS 
SEE SECTIONS 4.2 AND 4.3 FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
REPt = r_ti, TIMEt = f*_ti, EVALt = m_ti, INCOME = x_li, FAMSIZE = x_2i 
CONSt - Cti, UNDERTt « V*_ti, DEMOTt » M_ti 
DATA NI=13 NO=740 MA=CM 
KM 

1.000 
.840 1 .000 
.833 .758 1 .000 
.668 .591 .772 1.000 
.782 .757 .800 .694 1.000 
.696 .593 .719 .549 .795 1.000 
.775 .733 .790 .691 .811 .698 1.000 
.666 .543 .674 .496 .658 .553 .766 1.000 

-.016 - .002 .002 .001 .007 .017 -.013 -.045 1.000 
-.039 - .020 - .030 --.035 .001 .015 -.032 -.051 .729 1 .000 
-.073 - .046 - .059 --.077 -.056 -.056 -.038 -.046 .680 .692 1.000 
.198 .182 .169 .159 .181 .137 .140 .097 -.019 - .032 -.035 1 .000 
.366 .314 .334 .303 .310 .266 .331 .260 .014 - .018 -.078 .318 1.000 

SD * 
2.8964 3.8793 3. 0757 3.4724 2.9500 3.1692 2.9347 3.3602 

14.9924 15.0619 16. 3518 1.4257 1.2581 
ME 

4.8429 5.4529 4. 7929 4.6119 4.4234 4.1353 4.3661 4.3348 
-.4554 .4501 -2. 9833 3.2595 2.2878 

LA * 
REP1 HME1 REP; ! TIME2 REP3 TIME3 REP4 TIME4 
EVAL2 ÎVAL3 EVAL4 INCOME FAMSIZE 
SE 
REP1 TIME1 REP2 TIME2 REP3 TIME3 REP4 TIME4 EVAL2 EVAL3 EVAL4 INCOME FAMSIZE 
MODEL NY-11 NX=2 FI NE=10 LY-FU GA-FU,FI TE=SY,FI PS=SY,FI BE=FU TY=FI AL=FI KA=FI 
LE 
CONS1 CONS2 CONS3 CONS4 UNDERT2 UNDERT3 UNDERT4 DEMOT2 DEMOT3 DEMOT4 
FR GA(1,1) GAU,2) 
EQ GA(1,1) GA{2,1) GA(3,1) GA(4,1) 
EQ GA(1,2) GA(2,2) GA(3,2) GA(4,2) 
FR PSU, 1) 

1) FR PS(2 
FR PS(3,1) 
FR PS(4,1) 
EQ PS(1,1) 
FR AL(1 
FR KA(1 

PS(3,2) 
PS(4,2) 
PS(2,2) 

AL(2) AL(3) AL(4) 
KA (2) 

PS(4,3) 
PS(3,3) PS(4,4) 

VA 1 LY(1,1) LY(3,2) LY(5,3) LY(7,4) 
FRLY(2,1) LY(4,2) LY(6,3) LY(8,4) 
FR TE(1,1) 
FR TE(3,1) TE(3,3) 
FR TE(5,1) TE(5,3) TE(5,5) 
FRTE(7,1) TE(7,3) TE(7,5) TE(7,7) 
FRTYI2) TY(4) TY(6) TY(8) 
FR LY(3,5) LY(5,6) LY(7,7) 
VA -1 LY(4,5) LY(6,6) LY(8,7) 
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CO L Y ( 3 , 5 ) = - 1 . 0 * L Y ( 4 , 2 ) * * - 1 . 0 
CO L Y ( 5 , 6 ) = - 1 . 0 * L Y ( 6 , 3 ) * * - 1 . 0 
CO L Y ( 7 , 7 ) = - 1 . 0 * L Y ( 8 , 4 ) * * - 1 . 0 
FR T E ( 2 , 2 ) 
FR T E ( 4 , 2 ) T E ( 4 , 4 ) 
FR T E ( 6 , 2 ) T E ( 6 , 4 ) T E ( 6 , 6 ) 
FR T E ( 8 , 2 ) T E ( 8 , 4 ) T E ( 8 , 6 ) T E ( 8 , 8 ) 
FR P S ( 5 , 5 ) P S ( 6 , 6 ) P S ( 7 , 7 ) 
FR B E ( 5 , 8 ) B E ( 6 , 9 ) B E ( 7 , 1 0 ) 
FR P S ( 8 , 8 ) P S ( 9 , 9 ) P S ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) 
FR B E ( 9 , 8 ) B E ( 1 0 , 9 ) 
VA 1 L Y ( 9 , 8 ) L Y ( 1 0 , 9 ) L Y ( 1 1 , 1 0 ) 
FR T E ( 9 , 9 ) 
E Q T E ( 9 , 9 ) T E ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) T E ( 1 1 , 1 1 ) 
FR AL(8) AL(9) AL(10) 
OUTPUT AD=OFF TV MI SS SC 



5 
The effect of changes in sample composition on 

average reporting level of consumption in panels 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 2 through 4 panel effects in a consumer panel are described. The emphasis in 

those chapters was on estimation of the effects, correction of the effects, and an explanation 

for the effects. One aspect not considered so far is the composition of the panel. Due to 

attrition and refreshment, panel composition changes constantly. Van de Pol (1989) reports 

that attrition can be selective, i.e. that the group of respondents leaving the panel is not a 

random sub-sample, but depends on certain characteristics of the respondents. The degree 

of attrition as well as other panel effects also depend on the kind of questions: if the 

questions are complex, respondents become experienced over time, with the result that 

panel effects are positive. When the questions are monotonous (as in behavioural research), 

respondents become demotivated and the panel effects become negative, which causes the 

respondents to drop out earlier. 

The fact that not all respondents co-operate each moment might have an effect on the 

average reporting per week. The aim of this chapter is to analyse the effects of sample 

changes due to attrition and wave non-response in a panel survey for consumption. 

Each period, the members of a panel can be split up into three response groups: (R) 

responding, (N) not responding due to wave non-response, (X) not responding before 

entering or after leaving the panel. From one period to the next, the panel-members can 

move between response groups according to the following transition-matrix: 
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Figure 5.1: Markov transition-matrix 

~~~"~---^^ N o w : 

Previously: ~~"~~-\^ 

Not in panel 

(X) 

Not responding 

(N) 

Responding 

(R) 

Not in panel 

(X) 

XX - e: Entrants 

Not responding 

(N) 

- NN i: Incoming 

respondents 

Responding 

(R) 

1: Leavers o: Outgoing 

non-respondents 

s: Stayers 

Transitions among response groups (X) and (N) are not under consideration, since these 

have no effect on the average reporting level in the panel. Therefore the category of non-

respondents will not appear in the remainder, since these respondents have no influence on 

the change in average reporting level between period t and period t-1. Moreover, transitions 

from (X) to (N) and from (N) to (X) are not possible by definition, as is explained in 

Section 5.2. 

The numbers of the five possible categories are labelled with superscripts e, i, s, o and /. 

The stayers have a response in both the current and the previous period. If there is danger 

of ambiguity, the current response will be referred to as now, the previous response as 

previous, with corresponding superscripts n and p. The current response of the stayers then 

is y"t, and ~ft_x is the previous response of the stayers. Likewise y\ is the response of the 

incoming respondents, and ye
t the response of the entrants. For the outgoing non-respondents 

and the leavers the previous response is available, y°M and yM respectively. 

Differences in average reporting level of these disjoint groups of respondents may have 

an effect on the change in average reporting level from the previous week to the current. 

This will be the main subject of this chapter. The pivot will be the response in the present 

week t. 

Proportion p\ = nc/n, is defined as the proportion of respondents in category c e 

{p,n,i,o,e,l} in period t, where n\ is the number of respondents in category c in period t, 

and nt = n"t + n\ + n\ and » M s np
t.x + n°tA + nt.it so p"t + p', + p\ = 1 and p?tA + p°t.x + 

ƒ/,.! = 1. Note that n", = np,.u while not necessarily n, = ntA (due to the absence of non-

respondents and due to attrition and refreshment). 

Given the two subdivisions above, the average reporting level in period t and t-\ is: 

(5.1) yt = p,yt + ptyt + p,yt 

jVi = ft-xft-x + ft-ift-i + Mt-i (5.2) 
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where y\ is the average reporting level for category c in period t. In the remainder, y", is 

referred to as the average now, or the average of the stayers if there is no danger of 

confusion. In the latter case superscript 5 is used: y\. Likewise "f tA is referred to as previous 

average. Since the only average under consideration is average reporting level, this will 

generally be shortened to average. 

When these equations are combined, the difference in average reported consumption is: 

Jt-JtA = ftft-ft-\ft-\ (change through time) (5.3a) 

+ p\ y\ - p°t.\y°t.\ (change due to wave non-response) (5.3b) 

+ pc
ty

et~Pt-ij't-i (change due to attrition and refreshment) (5-3c) 

If all y's are equal, the changes within the panel will not have any effect on the average 

reporting level: let z be this average for all categories. Substitution of this in equations (5.1) 

and (5.2) leads to: 

pn
tz + p\z + p\z = z 

ftAi + p° M i + pl
t.xi = z 

since the sum of the proportions equals 1. This implies that the average is equal for both 

periods, so there will be no change in average. 

However, as soon as one of the categories reports (significantly) more or (significantly) 

less than (one of) the other categories, this will have an effect on average reporting. For 

example, if the entrants report significantly more than the leavers, the average will increase 

through time, since then low responding panel-members are replaced by high responders. 

Even if the average of entrants is equal to that of leavers, this will also affect the average, 

if the proportion of leavers is different from the proportion of entrants, and both averages 

are lower than the average of stayers: if there are relatively more entrants than leavers, the 

number of low responding panel-members will become relatively larger, leading to a 

decrease of the total average. 

Therefore it is necessary to test in equation (5.3) whether each part of it (5.3a, 5.3b and 

5.3c) is significantly different from zero. Each term on the right-hand side of equation (5.3) 

is tested against the average of the stayers, since these differences probably are the source of 

a significance in the other tests. 

In fact, several aspects of the differences between the categories result in changes in 

average reporting level. The transitions from one response group to the other determine 

the number of respondents in each of the five categories, so it is interesting to know 

whether these transitions are stable through time. Moreover, the proportions of 

respondents in each category can differ each week. As noted before, these different 
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proportions have an effect on the average. Furthermore the average reporting level can be 

different per category. These aspects can and will be considered separately as described in 

Section 5.2. These separate effects can be combined into one net-effect, which denotes how 

much change is caused by each category each week. This net-effect will be computed in the 

same unit as the reporting level, to make it easy to interpret. The separate aspects will be 

described in Section 5.3, after which in Section 5.4 a summary of the effects will be given 

for each category. 

5.2 Research design 

The data used in this chapter are as described in Chapter 1: weekly reportings of 

expenditure on meat, poultry, and eggs by a panel of about 2 000 households in 1994. For 

this chapter, the total amount (in guilders per household) spent on meat, poultry, and eggs 

each week is studied. 

For each week, the response status of a respondent is determined. If a response yti for 

week t and respondent i is given, it is determined whether a response is given in week t— 1. 

If so, this response is labelled category Stayer. If not, then the response can be the first 

response of this respondent (category Entrant), or a response can be given at some time u 

< t— 1 (category Incoming respondent). If no response yti is given, again it is determined if a 

response was given in week t— 1. If so, this response may have been the last response of this 

respondent (category Leaver) or a response may be given at some time u > t (category 

Outgoing non-respondent). If no response is given at t— 1, this is labelled category Non-

respondent. The latter category will not appear in either tests or box-plots, since these 

responses have no effect on (changes in) the average. It has to be noted that using this 

determination of response status, an entrant by definition starts with a response, and that a 

leaver by definition ends with a response. This causes the emptiness of the cells described in 

Section 5.1. 

To analyse the effects of group change, different steps will be taken. First, it will be 

assessed whether the group changes are stable through time. If this is the case, then in the 

remainder a test on these stable group changes suffices to study the effect of group changes. 

This is done using the Markov-model described above. 

Second, the proportions of respondents in each category will be compared: as noted 

before, even if the average reporting levels in two categories are equal, group changes in 

these categories can have an effect on total reporting level if the proportions of respondents 

in these categories are not equal. 
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Third, the average reporting level in each group is studied. An extra tool for this 

analysis are box-plots per week, in which the distribution of the reporting levels of all five 

categories are shown at one glance. In this approach, reporting levels of the present week 

and the previous week are put in one diagram. 

Furthermore, tests are conducted to test the hypothesis that the average reporting levels 

in the groups are equal. For this the Mest will be used.* All these tests compare independent 

groups, except for the one that compares average reporting level for the same respondents 

in two periods. Since these averages are not independent, a paired Mest will be used for the 

testing of this comparison. 

Finally, to get the overall result of the group changes, the net-effect of the presence or 

absence of each category on total average is computed. For this, the difference in having 

and not having each category in equation (5.1) is computed. For respondents not 

responding in the previous period while responding now, the net-effect is the difference in 

actual average and the average if they still not responded in this period. For respondents 

not responding now but responding in the previous period, the net-effect means comparing 

the actual average with the average if these respondents still had responded. 

For example, the effect of the incoming respondents is the difference between equation 

(5.1) and 

jt = (n\?t + n\f}/{nt - ré) 

and the effect of outgoing non-respondents is the difference between (5.1) and 

Jt = {n\ft + n\y\ + n%ft + w° t. tfM)/(n, + rc°M). 

Note that the total number of respondents in a period is now different from n„ so that 

the proportions defined earlier cannot be used here. 

Before further analysis, extremes are removed from the sample. Extremes are those 

observations that lie further than 3 standard deviations from the sample average. 

The results of these tests are given in Section 5.3. 

5.3 Results 

The result for the different steps described in Section 5.2 will be summarised separately in 

the following sections, starting with the Markov process in Section 5.3.1, followed by the 

" Initially, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used. Since not all variances could be assumed equal, the 
conditions for using ANOVA were not met. Therefore ANOVA is not used. 
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Table 5.1: PanMark test results 

week N empty L2 
P 

2-11 1629 58701 1913.11 .000 
12-21 1768 58560 2027.15 .000 
22-32 2007 58668 2282.03 .000 
33-42 2292 58609 2224.39 .000 
43-52 2449 58701 2430.79 .000 

Degrees of freedom for all tests = 59042; column p boot
strapped from 5000 samples. 

tests on the proportions in Section 5.3.2, and the effects of average reporting level in 

Section 5.3.3. Finally in Section 5.3.4 the total effect of all aspects together is given. 

5.3.1 Markov process 

Using the definition of the Markov process in Section 5.1, it is possible to assess whether 

the changes within the panel are stable through time: i.e. whether the proportions of 

entrants, incoming respondents, stayers, outgoing non-respondents, and leavers are 

constant over time. However, estimation of this model causes some difficulties. The 

number of weeks under consideration is large: 51 weeks, so 50 transitions. Therefore, the 

total number of cells to be estimated is 350, which is a figure with 24 digits. Even if only one 

quarter is analysed at a time, this leads to a 13-dimensional matrix of 1 594 323 cells, of 

which many are empty (there are 2 449 respondents). Especially the fact that a lot of cells 

are empty causes the L2 log-likelihood ratio statistic to have a distribution that is unknown, 

while its distribution would be ](f if the matrix were sufficiently filled. To get an empirical 

distribution of this fit-statistic, a bootstrapping method can be used: the parameter 

estimates found are used to generate a large number of samples, all of which are estimated, 

leading to a large number of fit-statistics for the true model for these parameters. Then the 

probability is found that in this empirical distribution function a value occurs which is 

larger than the value of the fit-statistic in the data. If this probability is smaller than the 

significance level chosen, the hypothesis is rejected. 

This method is available in the program PANMARK (Van de Pol et al., 1996). Since even 

the estimation of a model with 13 periods is too large for the program to handle, models of 

10 weeks are estimated. As shown in Table 5.1, separate testing of the hypothesis that no 

changes in transition probabilities are present from period to period led to rejection of that 

hypothesis, which indicates that the transitions between response groups are not stable 

through time. 
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Without bootstrapping L1, not taking into account the large number of empty cells, the 

p-value for all L~ would have been 1.000, leading to the opposite conclusion of the test. 

5.3.2 Proportions 

Once it is assessed that the transitions are not stable through time, it is to be considered 

whether the proportions of respondents per category are equal per week. The proportion 

pc
t of respondents in category c in week t can be considered as the observed proportion of 

successes in n, (the total number of respondents in week t), which makes it possible to 

compute a test statistic based on the binomial distribution. If it is hypothesised that the 

proportion of entrants in week t is equal to the proportion of leavers in week t-1, a 

standard-normally distributed z-statistic can be computed if the total number of 

respondents each week is sufficiently large. This is done for each week: for wave non-

response the proportion pc'M is tested against p'„ for attrition proportion p tA is compared 

with pe„ and finally for the stayers pP,^ is tested versus p"t. For attrition (comparing the 

proportion of entrants with the proportion of leavers), 30 of the 50 tests denoted a 

difference significant at 5%, for wave non-response (incoming respondents against outgoing 

non-respondents), 20 out of the 50 test statistics were at a 5% significance level different 

from zero. Finally, for the stayers (now compared with previous), 16 out of 50 pairs of 

proportions were significantly different at a 5% significance level. 

Taking these 50 test statistics together, the total number of rejections can be considered 

a sample from the binomial distribution with p = 0.05 and N = 50. A test on the total then 

tests whether the total number of rejections is not too large. The results are shown in Table 

5.2. 

Table 5.2: Tests on proportions 

Test k P[Szra(50,0.05) > k] 

pt = p, 

p't-l = p't 

?,; = P", 

20 < 0.01 
30 < 0.01 
16 < 0.01 

Table 5.2 shows that all hypotheses are rejected, indicating that for all comparisons the 

proportions of the groups are unequal. 
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5.3.3 Average reporting level 

In this section, the average reporting level itself is under consideration. First, an initial 

glance is taken by studying the descriptive statistics and box-plots for the separate weeks. 

After that, it is tested whether the averages per group are equal each week. 

5.3.3.1 Descriptive statistics and box-plots 

For each week the average reporting level per category is calculated, as well as the standard 

deviation of the reporting level. These statistics and the number of respondents per 

category are the ingredients for the tests in the following section. Together with these 

figures for each week a box-plot is made. To be able to compare across weeks, the box-plots 

for four weeks are combined in one diagram. For the descriptive statistics of the total 

sample, the categories of the previous week are not counted. In Table 5.3 below, the 

descriptive statistics for weeks 14 and 15 are given, with the box-plots for weeks 13 until 16 

in Figure 5.2. 

Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics for weeks 14 and 15 

Status N Mean fs.e.) Std.Dev. 
14 Entrant 20 19.2781 (3.983) 17.812 

In 181 13.4853 (1.209) 16.269 
Now 916 16.6216 (0.523) 15.825 
Previous* 916 23.6096 (0.708) 21.418 
Out* 112 20.3728 (1.978) 20.930 
Leaver 21 8.8680 (2.593) 11.882 
Total* 1117 16.1610 (0.478) 15.966 

15 Entrant 22 6.7141 (2.086) 9.782 
In 138 15.7426 (1.506) 17.695 
Now 948 18.4441 (0.546) 16.803 
Previous 948 16.6704 (0.525) 16.164 
Out* 144 13.4030 (1.219) 14.631 
Leaver 25 12.7280 (2.833) 14.164 
Total* 1108 17.8747 (0.508) 16.894 

' Reportings from previous period 
* Total only for present reportings 

When one looks at the box-plot, it becomes clear that the expenditure pattern is more 

or less equal in weeks 15 and 16. Week 14 and especially week 13 differ from the other two 

weeks. The main reason for this difference is that in week 13 Easter was celebrated. That is 

why the reporting level for all groups is higher than that of the corresponding groups in 
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the other weeks. This effect remains visible in week 14, where the average of the outgoing 

non-respondents is higher than that in other weeks. The descriptive statistics for week 14 

and week 15 in Table 5.3 show this as well. 

Figure 5.2: Box-plot for weeks 13 - 16 

Expenditure per week 
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" Reporting from previous period 

To assess whether the differences found are merely due to chance or not, it is necessary 

to test the hypothesis that the averages are equal across groups. This will be done in the 

next section. 

5.3.3.2 Tests 

For each week several hypotheses are tested. The averages of incoming respondents and 

outgoing non-respondents are compared, to test the effect of wave non-response, as well as 

the averages of the entrants and the leavers, for the effect of attrition and refreshment. 

These tests are not sufficient however: the averages also have to be tested against the 

average of the stayers, to find out whether the effect is positive or negative. Alternatively, it 

is tested whether the average of the stayers changed significantly from the previous week to 

the present week. 
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Following this sequence, for each week seven hypotheses are tested. Prior to each test, it 

is tested whether the variances in the groups to be compared are equal. Depending on this 

test, the 'equal variances' Mest is used or the 'unequal variances' one. As an example of a 

separate test result, the results for week 14 and 15 are given in Table 5.4 below. The net-

effect of the group mean on the total mean is denoted in the column 'net-effect'. This effect 

shows the contribution of the respondents in the category to the total average as described 

in Section 5.2. 

Table 5.4: Test results for week 14 and 15 

wk Test An t df P net-effect 

14 In - Stayer 
Stayer - Out 
In - Out 

+ 181 
-112 
+ 69 

-2.43 
-1.83 
-2.97 

1095 
126.98 
192.89 

.015 

.069 

.003 

-0.52 
-0.38 
-0.91 

Entrant - Stayer 
Stayer - Leaver 
Entrant - Leaver 

+ 20 
-21 

-1 

+ 0.74 
+ 2.23 
+ 2.21 

934 
935 

39 

.459 

.026 

.036 

+ 0.06 
+0.13 
+ 0.19 

N o w - Previous -9.96 915 .000 -6.99 
Newer - Older + 68 -2.23 332 .027 -0.71 

15 In - Stayer 
Stayer - Out 
In - Out 

+ 138 
-144 

-6 

-1.75 
+ 3.41 
+ 1.21 

1084 
1090 
280 

.080 

.001 

.227 

-0.30 
+ 0.51 
+ 0.31 

Entrant - Stayer 
Stayer - Leaver 
Entrant - Leaver 

+ 22 
-25 

-3 

-5.44 
+ 1.68 
-1.67 

23.97 
971 

45 

.000 

.092 

.102 

-0.23 
+ 0.11 
-0.11 

Now - Previous + 3.14 947 .002 + 1.77 
Newer - Older -9 0.69 327 .493 0.21 

If the hypothesis of equal variances is rejected, the 'unequal means' t-test is used, with 
degrees of freedom which are not necessarily round numbers. 

Table 5.4 shows for week 14 that the 20 respondents entering the panel do not 

significantly report more than the stayers, denoted by a ^-statistic with a probability of 

more than 0.05. The effect of having the 20 new respondents is shown in the last column: 

+ 0.06; so if the 20 entrants had not entered, average reporting level would have been 6 

cents less. The effect of attrition, in row "Entrant - Leaver" shows that the leavers differ 

significantly from the entrants, with a net-effect of +0.19. So if the 21 leavers had still been 

in the panel, while the 20 entrants had not entered, the average would have been 19 cents 

less. 

Something that is also visible from Table 5.4 is that in some cases the effects of 

incoming and outgoing (non-) respondents are opposite, as in week 15, so that the effects 
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partly cancel out, while in week 14 the effects aggravate each other since they have the same 

direction. This also holds for entrants and leavers. 

A summary of the conclusions of the tests is given in Figure 5.3. For each test, the 

percentage of non-significant differences is displayed in the grey bar. Of the tests that 

indicated a significant difference, the percentages of the negative and positive differences are 

given with the white and black bar respectively. The sign of the test statistics is such that a 

positive difference of the test has a positive effect on overall average reporting level, as in 

Table 5.4. 

Figure 5.3: Overall test results for t-tests for 50 weeks 
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After about 50 tests have been performed (not all tests could be performed each period), 

an overall test result can be found using the binomial distribution: using a two-sided test at 

a 5% significance level, the probability that out of N test statistics k or more are 

significantly different, given that there is no difference in average reporting level among 

groups for all TV tests, is equal to P[Bin(N,0.05) > k]. Likewise, for the significant differences 

an overall test can be conducted. If the significant differences are equally often positive and 

negative, these differences can be considered samples from a binomial distribution with p = 

0.5. To test this, of the largest set (either negative or positive differences) it is tested 

whether this outcome can be a sample from this binomial distribution. 
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If this probability is too small, the overall difference is to be considered significantly 

positive (or negative). The results of this overall test are shown in Table 5.5 for each tested 

hypothesis. 

As shown in Table 5.5 it appears that there are 'too many' differences deviant from 

zero: for all tests P[Bin(/v,0.05) > k] < 0.001. For most of the tests also the direction of the 

difference is significant: except for the differences Now - Previous and Newer - Older, for 

all differences P[Bin(N*,0.5) > k"] < 0.05, which implies that the differences are either 

significantly positive or significantly negative. 

Table 5.5: Overall tests 

Overall 
Sign 

Sign-test 
Test N k P Sign AT k' P* 

In - Stayer 49 18 < 0.001 - 18 18 < 0.001 
Stayer • Out 49 15 < 0.001 + 15 14 < 0.001 
In - Out 48 10 < 0.001 - 10 8 0.021 
Entrant • Stayer 49 9 < 0.001 - 9 8 0.020 
Stayer - Leaver 50 23 < 0.001 + 23 22 < 0.001 
Entrant - Leaver^ 13 < 0.001 + 13 11 0.003 
Now • Previous 50 20 < 0.001 + 20 12 0.132 
Newer • Older 50 13 < 0.001 - 13 8 0.135 

5.3.4 Net-effects 

Per group or combination of groups, the separate effects can be summarised in a graph of 

the net-effects. These net-effects show how much the total average reporting level would 

change if the respondents in the group concerned had still been in the sample (for 

respondents that responded last week) or had not been in the sample anymore (for 

respondents that did not respond last week). The effects are computed using formulas (5.1) 

and (5.2). To show the development in net-effects, in the graphs the net-effects are shown 

per week. In these graphs, the x-axis denotes a zero contribution of the respondents in the 

respective category to total average reporting level. 

For wave non-response, the net-effect is caused by incoming respondents and outgoing 

non-respondents. To show the source of the net-effect for wave non-response, the effects of 

these two categories are given, together with the total effect for wave non-response, in 

Figure 5.4. 

It is shown that the net-effect of incoming respondents is strongly negative: the average 

reporting level of the incoming respondents is lower than that of the other respondents. 
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Figure 5.4: Effects for wave non-response 
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Figure 5.5: Effects for attrition 
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The average reporting level of the outgoing non-respondents is also lower than that of the 

other respondents. Since the outgoing non-respondents are not in the sample in the current 

period, this causes the net-effect to be positive. The replacement of outgoing non-

respondents by incoming respondents results in the net-effect of wave non-response. The 

tendency of this net-effect is negative. The large effects in week 13 and 14 are caused by 

Easter. 

Likewise, the net-effect of attrition is a combination of the effect of entrants and leavers, 

which are shown in Figure 5.5, together with the net-effect of attrition. For the entrants 

only very small net-effects are present. The leavers, however, in general report lower than 

the rest of the respondents. This causes the net-effect of the leavers to be positive, which 

also holds for the net-effect of attrition. The net-effects for attrition are not as large as those 

for wave non-response. The very large net-effects for the three last weeks are the result of 

Christmas. 

The net-effect of the stayers is found by 'replacing' the response of the stayers now by 

their response in the week before. The chart of net-effects is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6: Effects for stayers 
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As shown in the previous graphs, average reporting level changes very noticeably 

around the Christian holidays. The other net-effects do not seem very large, and more or 

less cancel out. 

Figure 5.7 shows the total net-effect of wave non-response and attrition. The positive 

net-effects of attrition are overshadowed by the negative net-effects of wave non-response: 

the increase in average reporting level due to attrition is almost as large as the decrease due 
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to wave non-response. The net-effects are not distributed uniformly through time: in the 

beginning positive effects dominate, while in the middle period negative effects occur most. 

Figure 5.7: Total of effects  
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5.4 Conclusions per category 

For each category a summary of all results is given in the sections to follow, in which the 

separate aspects and the net-effects are described for the specific group change. 

5.4.1 Wave non-response 

Wave non-response is caused by respondents temporarily going out of the sample and some 

time afterwards coming into the sample again. Due to the definition of entrants and leavers, 

an outgoing non-respondent always will return as an incoming respondent, otherwise he or 

she would have been a leaver. Likewise, an incoming respondent has always left the panel 

as an outgoing non-respondent. The tests regarding wave non-response are those that test 

incoming respondents and outgoing non-respondents mutually and against stayers. 

As shown in line "In-Out" in Figure 5.3, 38 of the 48 tests (79%) are indecisive, 

indicating no significant difference in average reporting level of outgoing non-respondents 

and incoming respondents. Looking at the separate comparison of incoming respondents 

and outgoing non-respondents with the stayers it is clear that part of the positive effect of 

outgoing non-respondents is cancelled out by a negative effect of incoming respondents, 
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although still in most cases that the difference between incoming and outgoing respondents 

is significant (8 out of 10) incoming respondents report less than outgoing non-respondents. 

The overall binomial test result signifies this as well: P[Bin(49,0.025) > 8] is smaller than 

0.0001. Finally Figure 5.4 shows the negative effect of wave non-response. The effects grow 

more negative until week 35, after which the negative effects become smaller. 

By definition, the number of incoming and outgoing (non-) respondents are equal. 

However, as noted before, per week the proportions differ significantly in 20 of the 50 

weeks. Combined with the fact that in hardly any of the weeks either incoming or 

outgoing (non-) respondents report higher than the stayers (shown in lines "In - Stayer" and 

"Stayer - Out" in Figure 5.3), and with the fact that the negative effects are larger than the 

positive effects (shown in Figure 5.4), this has a negative effect at the week level. 

5.4.2 Attrition and refreshment 

Line "Entrant-Leaver" of Figure 5.3 shows that in 11 of the 49 weeks (22%) in which the 

average of the entrants is tested against that of the leavers, the average of the entrants is 

higher than that of the leavers. Furthermore almost none of the entrants or leavers reports 

higher than the stayers, and the leavers report significantly less than the stayers in 44% of 

the time. The overall test result indicates this too: P[Bin(49,0.025) > 11] is smaller than 

0.0001. Figure 5.5 shows this as well: the total effect of attrition is positive. Average 

reporting level increases through time due to attrition and refreshment. 

5.4.3 Changes of the stayers 

According to the line "Now-Previous" in Figure 5.3, the average of the stayers changes 

considerably from week to week: in 20 of the weeks (40%) the average of the previous 

week differs significantly from the average now. Most of these differences (12) indicate that 

the average now is significantly larger than the average of the previous period. However, 

the overall test result also shows that P[Bin(50,0.025) > 12] = 0.132, indicating that the 

average now is not significantly larger than average previous. 

A further study of the separate tests per week reveals that most of these significant 

differences occur in weeks before and after Christian holidays like Whitsuntide and 

Christmas, which in the Netherlands are celebrated with family dinners. 

More on the differences from week to week in the case of the stayers can be found in 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 on underreporting. 
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5.4.4 Combined effect of newer and older respondents 

Figure 5.3 and Table 5.5 show that, with respect to the combined effect of attrition and 

wave non-response, a significant number of differences is significantly different from zero. 

Lines "Newer-Older" in both figure and table also show that these significant differences 

are about as much positive as negative. However, Figure 5.7 shows that most of the 

negative effects are larger than the positive effects: the trend appears to be positive effects in 

the beginning, followed by negative effects in the middle-period, while after week 35 the 

effects grow positive. This trend is equal to the trend found for wave non-response. This is 

not surprising, as the magnitude of effects of wave non-response is larger than that of 

attrition. 



6 
Summary and discussion 

When consumer-data are collected using a panel survey, the members of the panel are 

subject to a high response burden. The questionnaire involved is rather monotonous while 

the frequency is high. This response burden leads to panel effects, which will be negative: 

due to the repeated monotonous questions respondents become demotivated, which leads 

to underreporting, wave non-response, and finally to attrition. 

6.1 Summary 

In this thesis the separate effects of the response burden are studied. For this study data 

about expenditure on meat, poultry, and eggs are used. Each product had to be entered 

separately in the questionnaire, together with its price and volume. When these data sets 

are studied without any correction, it seems that consumption on meat, poultry, and eggs 

decreases steadily through time. Even in the month of Easter the number of eggs reported 

is less than the number of eggs reported in January, which is the initial month of the panel-

study. 

In Chapter 2 it is shown that the number of items to be entered in the questionnaire has 

a negative effect on the reporting level. Moreover the burden has a positive effect on the 

reporting of zeroes and a positive effect on wave non-response. This indicates that in 

general the response burden worsens the quality of the data collected. 

In Chapter 3 a simple model is defined to get an estimate of true expenditure. In this 

model a second indicator for expenditure is used. It appears that respondents who report 

higher in the beginning, also report better in the following periods, while respondents with 
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a low initial reporting level underreport more. The percentages of underreporting are 

estimated between more than 30% and almost 70%. 

The process of responding is modelled in Chapter 4. The time a respondent needs for 

answering is compared with the time the respondent actually uses for answering. The latter 

is proportional with the number of items entered in the questionnaire. The idea behind the 

model is that demotivation makes respondents spend less time on reporting, which causes 

the respondents to enter less items in the questionnaire than actually purchased. During the 

panel survey, demotivation was measured very indirectly. In estimating the model, 

however, it appeared that it has been measured too indirectly, which made the effect of 

demotivation impossible to estimate. The model is still identified though and shows the 

process of demotivation leading to underreporting. 

Since the response burden causes respondents to temporarily cease reporting or even 

definitely leave the panel, at each time respondents of different 'categories' are present in 

the panel: apart from respondents that are reporting continuously, there are respondents 

reporting for the first time, for the last time, or before or after temporarily leaving the 

panel. In Chapter 5 it is shown that the change in membership of these different categories 

has effects on total average reporting level in the panel: generally the respondents that stay 

in the panel report at a higher level than those who occasionally left the panel and return. 

Furthermore respondents definitely leaving the panel report at a lower level than those 

responding for the first time, while the reverse is true for respondents temporarily coming 

into the panel or leaving it: before they temporarily leave, respondents report higher than 

when they return. 

6.2 Discussion 

Hence, if data are collected using a panel survey, a considerable body of panel effects is 

present. This can be taken into consideration before collecting the data: one can reduce the 

response burden as much as possible. Structuring the questionnaire with an alphabetic list 

instead of tree-structured coding makes it easier to answer the questionnaire. Furthermore 

it is possible to reduce the response burden by lowering the frequency of responding. Half 

of the sample can be questioned in one week and the other half in the other week. In this 

manner weekly data are collected, it is still possible to perform consistency checks, and the 

response burden is reduced by 50%. Hoogendoorn and Sikkel (1998) argue that this 

approach does not reduce the quality of the results too much. 
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During data collection, one should keep the quality of the data as high as possible, by 

avoiding wave non-response and the wrongly reporting of zeroes. By making it just as easy 

to enter an arbitrary number of items as to enter none, respondents cannot reduce the 

workload by not entering any items. An advantage of a panel survey can be used here: since 

more responses of the same respondent are present, it is possible to check the consistency of 

the present answer: whether a zero response can be expected at some moment. If 

respondents still do not answer a particular question, they should be called afterward and 

asked why no response is given. According to the answer to this call, the missing answer 

can be transformed into the correct answer. Of course, to be able to compare data through 

time, the data collection as a whole must be kept as uniform as possible, otherwise it is not 

possible to disentangle changes in the variable of interest and changes in response 

behaviour. 

Afterwards, one should take the panel effects into account by analysing the data with a 

model that explicitly contains a component for demotivation or underreporting. For this 

method, the data should contain a second, independent, indicator for expenditure, to be 

able to use the correction method proposed in Chapter 3. If one or more indicators for 

demotivation are available, and the time used for answering is reported, estimation of the 

model in Chapter 4 is possible. A drawback of these procedures is that they both require an 

extra variable, which implies an extra question for the respondent. Although this increases 

the response burden, these extra questions are worthwhile, since the extra variables make 

correction for demotivation or underreporting possible. 

The quality of the data can also be influenced by taking the quality of the respondents 

themselves into account: on the basis of previous answers, respondents can be for being 

continued in the panel or not. If the respondents do not 'behave well' during some period, 

they can be removed from the panel. This leads to a forced kind of attrition, and this 

attrition is hardly random. Another procedure that can be followed is to exclude specific 

answers from individual respondents from analysis. In Chapter 5 it is found that 

respondents who return after a period of wave non-response report lower than the other 

respondents. Accordingly, beforehand these 'disturbing' answers can be skipped for all 

respondents. The statistical implications of this procedure still have to be investigated. 

Moreover, one can choose to select only the answers of those respondents who always 

answer the questionnaire. Apart from the fact that this is a very small group, it will not be 

representative for the whole population. 

One further consideration to bear in mind is the necessity of a panel survey: is it really 

necessary to collect data for the same respondents for a number of time-points? If the main 

interest is not in individual changes through time, other designs may be sufficient and more 
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efficient. It is recommended that only if changes through time at an individual level are 

important, a panel survey should be used. Then the approaches described above should be 

followed. Since it is never possible to collect data with perfect quality (which can be studied 

using the model in Chapter 2), the model of Chapter 3 should be applied to the data. To be 

able to do this, an extra indicator for expenditure should be thought of in advance and 

implemented. 
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Samenvatting 

Eén van de manieren van gegevensverzameling is een panelonderzoek: met regelmatige 

tussenpozen worden dezelfde personen ondervraagd over hetzelfde onderwerp. Dit 

resulteert in een continue gegevensstroom over het onderwerp van dezelfde groep 

respondenten. Een panelonderzoek is in feite een combinatie van een longitudinaal 

onderzoek, waarbij één subject (een persoon, huishouden, land) gevolgd wordt gedurende 

een bepaalde tijd, en een dwarsdoorsnede onderzoek, waar een grote groep respondenten 

wordt ondervraagd op één tijdstip. 

Omdat in een panelonderzoek de waarnemingen steeds dezelfde respondenten betreffen 

kunnen veranderingen door de tijd op een individueel niveau worden waargenomen. Daar 

echter de respondenten gedurende een lange tijd onderworpen worden aan dezelfde vragen, 

kan dit een effect hebben op de kwaliteit van de antwoorden: de respondenten kunnen 

leren doordat ze meer ervaren worden, zodat de antwoorden beter van kwaliteit worden. 

Aan de andere kant kunnen ze verveeld raken door het steeds opnieuw vervullen van 

dezelfde opdracht, waardoor de antwoorden teruglopen in kwaliteit. Als de vragen 

moeilijk te beantwoorden zijn, zal het leereffect groter zijn, terwijl bij monotone vragen 

het vermoeidheidseffect groter zal zijn. In het bijzonder wanneer het een frequent 

waargenomen panel betreft kunnen de effecten zeer groot zijn. De belasting van het 

herhaaldelijk beantwoorden resulteert in specifieke vormen van niet-steekproeffouten: 

onderrapportage, wave non-response en uitval. Deze zogeheten paneleffecten kunnen als 

volgt worden omschreven. 

Onderraportage is het fenomeen dat het gerapporteerde niveau van de antwoorden (het 

rapportageniveau) structureel lager is dan het werkelijke niveau. Dit kan gebeuren wanneer 

respondenten sociaal wenselijke antwoorden geven, of veroorzaakt worden door 
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vermoeidheid of verminderde belangstelling. De laatste twee oorzaken van 

onderrapportage zijn in dit proefschrift uitgebreid behandeld, daar deze specifiek zijn voor 

panelonderzoek. Hoewel sommige auteurs deze effecten als minimaal beschouwen zal 

worden getoond dat ze aanzienlijk kunnen zijn. 

Wave non-response treedt op wanneer respondenten in de ene periode (of golf: wave) 

niet antwoorden, maar in een latere periode weer wel antwoorden. Dit kan gebeuren als 

een respondent op een bepaald moment niet in staat is om te responderen, maar ook als een 

respondent weigert mee te werken. Deze twee oorzaken dienen apart te worden 

bestudeerd, daar de eerste min of meer toevallig optreedt, terwijl de laatste een structureel 

karakter heeft en daarom een groter effect heeft op het rapportageniveau. 

Uiteindelijk kunnen respondenten hun medewerking aan het panel helemaal staken. 

Ook hieraan moet aandacht worden besteed om te kunnen bepalen of dat aselect voorkomt 

in het panel of niet. 

De meeste statistische modellen gaan uit van de veronderstelling dat alle niet-steekproef-

fouten aselect voorkomen in de steekproef. Er kan echter worden aangenomen dat de 

paneleffecten die hierboven zijn beschreven selectief zijn, dat wil zeggen dat ze gerelateerd 

zijn aan de doelvariabele. In de literatuur is zelfs aangetoond dat de trend, voorspeld door 

een consumentenpanel, tegengesteld kan zijn aan de werkelijke ontwikkeling. 

Bij consumptieonderzoek kan een panelonderzoek hetzij een consumentenpanel zijn 

hetzij een detaillistenpanel, d.w.z. de respondenten zijn of consumenten óf detaillisten. 

Onderwerpen bij consumptieonderzoek betreffen bijvoorbeeld de uitgaven van 

consumenten aan bepaalde goederen of bepaalde verkopen van winkeliers. Dit onderzoek 

concentreert zich op consumentenpanels, in het bijzonder op uitgaven aan een bepaald 

consumptiegoed per week. 

Wanneer een panelonderzoek gebruikt wordt om gegevens te verzamelen over uitgaven 

zijn verschillende methoden mogelijk. Er kan gebruik gemaakt worden van een scanner 

om de streepjescodes van de aangeschafte goederen te lezen. Een scanner heeft als voordeel 

dat het invoeren van de producten veel minder tijd kost, zonder mogelijkheden om fouten 

te maken. Streepjescodes en prijzen veranderen echter met grote regelmaat, hetgeen het 

veelvuldig bijwerken van de codelijsten nodig maakt. Er kunnen ook dagboekjes gebruikt 

worden, die elke dag door de respondenten worden bijgehouden, al dan niet op een 

computer. Dat laatste heeft als voordeel dat er geen codeur nodig is om de antwoorden in 

de computer in te voeren, hetgeen de kans of fouten reduceert. Bijkomend voordeel van 

het gebruik van een computer voor het beantwoorden is de mogelijkheid om de 

consistentie van de antwoorden te controleren: als de computer een onmogelijk of 

onwaarschijnlijk antwoord constateert, kan de respondent direct gelegenheid gegeven 
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worden het betreffende antwoord zo nodig zelf te corrigeren. Het invullen met behulp van 

de computer dient voor elke aankoop te leiden tot een code. Daartoe moet op de één of 

andere manier een product ingevoerd worden zodat het door de computer herkend wordt. 

Dit kan echter een groot aantal handelingen van de respondent vereisen, waardoor diens 

belasting snel op kan lopen. 

De gegevens die in dit proefschrift gebruikt worden zijn verzameld met behulp van een 

computer-gestuurde methode voor gegevensverzameling, genaamd Telepanel. Dit panel, 

bestaande uit ongeveer 2.000 huishoudens, is georganiseerd door de Stichting TelePanel 

(STP) van de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Eén van de vragenlijsten betrof de wekelijkse 

uitgaven aan vlees, gevogelte en eieren. De producten in de vragenlijst waren opgenomen in 

een zoekboom. Door de hoge frequentie en eentonigheid van deze vragenlijst werden 

paneleffecten verwacht. Als hiermee geen rekening wordt gehouden, is het niet mogelijk 

betrouwbare voorspellingen te doen. Het doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is het 

vinden van manieren om paneleffecten op te sporen, en om hiervoor te corrigeren. 

Hoofdstuk 2 laat zien dat het aantal producten dat moet worden ingevuld een negatief 

effect heeft op het niveau van rapporteren. Bovendien leidt de belasting tot het rapporteren 

van meer nullen en tot wave non-response. Dit betekent dat in het algemeen de 

respondentbelasting de kwaliteit van de verzamelde gegevens verslechtert. 

In Hoofdstuk 3 is een eenvoudig Structureel Vergelijkingen Model (of LlSREL-model) 

gedefinieerd om een schatting te krijgen voor de werkelijke uitgaven. In dit model is een 

tweede indicator voor de uitgaven gebruikt. Het blijkt dat respondenten die in eerste 

instantie hoger rapporteren, ook in volgende periodes hoger rapporteren, terwijl het 

omgekeerde het geval is bij respondenten met in het begin een laag rapportageniveau. De 

schattingen voor percentages van onderrapportage liggen tussen 30% en 70%. 

Het proces van responderen is gemodelleerd in Hoofdstuk 4. De tijd die een respondent 

nodig heeft voor het beantwoorden van de vragenlijst is vergeleken met de tijd die de 

respondent daadwerkelijk gebruikt. De laatste is evenredig met het aantal producten dat 

ingevuld wordt in de vragenlijst. De gedachte achter dit model is dat de respondenten door 

verminderde motivatie minder bereid zijn om de benodigde tijd aan de vragenlijst te 

besteden, waardoor de respondenten onvoldoende tijd beschikbaar hebben om alle 

producten in te vullen. Tijdens het panelonderzoek is de motivatie slechts indirect 

gemeten. Bij het schatten van het model bleek dat de motivatie te indirect gemeten was, 

waardoor het effect van demotivatie niet te schatten was. Evengoed was het mogelijk het 

model te schatten, waardoor het proces waarbij demotivatie leidt tot onderrapportage 

zichtbaar werd. 
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Omdat de respondentbelasting veroorzaakt dat respondenten tijdelijk weigeren mee te 

werken aan het invullen van de vragenlijst, of zelfs de medewerking definitief beëindigen, 

bestaat het panel voortdurend uit andere 'soorten' respondenten: naast respondenten die 

continu rapporteren zijn er respondenten die voor het eerst meedoen, voor de laatste keer, 

of vlak voor of na het tijdelijk stoppen met antwoorden. In Hoofdstuk 5 is aangetoond dat 

de veranderingen in de samenstelling van het panel effecten heeft op het totale 

rapportageniveau in het panel: in het algemeen rapporteren respondenten die in het panel 

blijven hoger dan degenen die tijdelijk het panel verlaten en daarna weer terugkomen. 

Bovendien rapporteren respondenten die definitief het panel verlaten lager dan diegenen 

die voor het eerst deelnemen, terwijl het tegenovergestelde geldt voor respondenten die 

tijdelijk vertrekken of terugkomen: voordat ze tijdelijk vertrekken responderen ze 

gemiddeld hoger dan wanneer ze weer terugkomen. 

Het blijkt dus, dat als gegevens verzameld zijn met behulp van een panel, aanzienlijke 

paneleffecten aanwezig zijn. Hier dient vóór het verzamelen van de gegevens rekening mee 

te worden gehouden: men zou de respondentbelasting zo laag mogelijk moeten houden, 

door het invullen zo eenvoudig mogelijk te maken. Bovendien kan men de frequentie van 

meten lager maken, zonder dat dit de kwaliteit van de resultaten al te veel vermindert. 

Gedurende het verzamelen zou de kwaliteit van de gegevens zo hoog mogelijk 

gehouden moeten worden door wave non-response en het onterecht invullen van nullen te 

vermijden, bijvoorbeeld door het een respondent onmogelijk te maken de belasting lager te 

maken door niet te antwoorden. Eén van de voordelen van een panelonderzoek kan hierbij 

gebruikt worden: daar er meerdere antwoorden van dezelfde respondent beschikbaar zijn, 

kan worden nagegaan of het niet opgeven van aankopen plausibel is. 

Na gegevensverzameling dient rekening te worden gehouden met de paneleffecten, 

door de gegevens te analyseren met een model waarin expliciet een component voor 

demotivatie of onderrapportage is opgenomen. Hiervoor dient er in de gegevens een 

tweede, onafhankelijke indicator voor de uitgaven opgenomen te zijn, om in staat te zijn 

om het model in Hoofdstuk 3 te gebruiken. Als één of meer indicatoren voor demotivatie 

beschikbaar zijn en bovendien de invultijd geregistreerd wordt, is het mogelijk het model 

in Hoofdstuk 4 te schatten. Een nadeel van deze en de vorige aanpak is dat ze beide een 

extra variabele nodig hebben, hetgeen een extra vraag voor de respondent impliceert. 

Hoewel dit de respondentbelasting verhoogt, zijn deze extra vragen toch nuttig, daar deze 

correctie voor demotivatie of onderrapportage mogelijk maken. 

De kwaliteit van de gegevens kan ook worden beïnvloed door rekening te houden met 

de kwaliteit van de respondenten zelf: men zou ervoor kunnen kiezen om op basis van 
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eerdere antwoorden respondenten al dan niet te selecteren om verder deel te nemen in het 

panel. Als respondenten gedurende een bepaalde periode niet 'goed hun best doen', kunnen 

ze worden verwijderd uit het panel. Op deze manier ontstaat een gedwongen vorm van 

uitval, die nauwelijks als aselect kan worden beschouwd. Een andere procedure is om 

bepaalde antwoorden van individuele respondenten uit te sluiten van analyse. In 

Hoofdstuk 5 is gevonden dat respondenten die na een periode van wave non-response weer 

terugkeren in het panel lager rapporteren dan de overige respondenten. Dit 'verstorende' 

antwoord zou op voorhand, voor alle respondenten, buiten beschouwing kunnen worden 

gelaten. De statistische implicaties hiervan moeten echter nog worden onderzocht. 

Daarnaast zou men ervoor kunnen kiezen alleen de antwoorden te analyseren van 

respondenten die gedurende de hele periode meewerken. Behalve dat het hier slechts een 

beperkte groep respondenten betreft, zal deze groep niet representatief zijn voor de gehele 

populatie. 

Een laatste overweging is of een panelonderzoek wel nodig is: is het daadwerkelijk 

noodzakelijk om gegevens te verzamelen van dezelfde respondenten gedurende een aantal 

perioden? Als het voornaamste belang niet ligt in individuele veranderingen door de tijd is 

het zeer wel mogelijk dat andere ontwerpen ook, of zelfs beter, voldoen. Alleen als 

veranderingen door de tijd op individueel niveau van belang zijn zou een panelonderzoek 

gebruikt moeten worden. Daarbij zouden dan de procedures zoals hierboven beschreven 

gevolgd dienen te worden. Omdat het nooit mogelijk zal zijn gegevens te verzamelen van 

perfecte kwaliteit (dit kan worden onderzocht met het model in Hoofdstuk 2), zou het 

model van Hoofdstuk 3 toegepast moeten worden op de gegevens. Daartoe dient dus een 

extra indicator voor de uitgaven bedacht en geïmplementeerd te worden. 
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